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IN ADDITION TO BEING THE the streets, but it was obvious that
irst northwestern city to install a under he·avy traffic the mud would
water purification system, Grand swallow gravel about as fast as it
·Forks was the first city of its ap- could be applied, and that the cost
proximate s i z e of maintaining graveled streets in
an·ywhere in th e even moderately good condition
no rt h we st to would be prohibitive. Covering the
pave any of its business stree~s with plank was alstreets.
Street so suggested. That would not be
paving here be- as costly as it would be today, for
gan in 1896, and good lumber could b.e bought then
it was badly need- for about $10 per thousand board
ed. The preced- feet . But the city . had already its
ing winter had experience with plank crossings
been
one
of which were constantly going to
heavy snow, an d pieces and requiring replacement.
the spring was So the planking idea had few suprainy. The stiff porters. It was finally decided to
gumbo was work- pave with cedar blocks, and Faded by traffic into dy McDonnell of Duluth was given
a pasty mass, and the contract at about $1.00 a square
Davies
all the ousiness yard. The first paving district instreets and many of the residence eluded most of the business section
streets became not merely figura- and extended a few blocks into resi tively, but actually impassable. In idence territory.
many places teams hauling wagons
and buggies were mired down in
STREETS
WERE
GRADED
the middle of the streets horses and the surface was smoothed and
were unhitched and extric;ted and given a coating of sand. On this
the vehicles were left where they was laid a covering of 2-inch plank,
were, hub-deep in the mud. Third and round cedar blocks, six inches
street between the Great Northern in length, were stood on end on the
crossing and the Northern Pacific plank floor. Fine gravel was
tation 'w as so decorated for a week spread over the surf ace and workor two.
ed into the crevices, the excess
gravel was removed, and the · job
WHEN THE RAINY SPELL was done. When new that pavewas succeeded by -sunny weather ment was i~eal. .It was resilient
the city authorities undertook to and a:~ost s~lent, and horses ~ould
speed up the process of drying th·e not s 1P on it. It was short-lived,
streets by dragging 'loaded planks however, for both plank and blocks
up and down, thus smoothing the rotted after a few years and the
rf e Th
d
became very uneven. Nev1 t.ic. as surface
su .ac ·
e mu w?'s Pas
ertheless, as preparatory to a more
putty, and
. b , th e o Id ce d ar bl ock
b the
t· smoothmg operation 1as t·mg JO
left a
eau .1ful surfa~e, but the pavement was well worth what it
work retarded the drymg process
t N
f ·t ·
ft
instead of hastening it. Water evap- cos ·
one O 1 is 1. e now.
orated from the rough surface of
THE
i"PAVEMENT
the outlying streets faster than which remains on several of the
from the smoothed surface of the
.
.
.
business streets, and ·there was s~reets, mc~udmg the ?usmess secmuch hilarity at the expense of the tion of !h1rd stre~t~ is often con· · t t·
fused with the origmal pavement.
a d m1n1s ra 10n.
Th e t wo are qm·te d.1st·met .
·Th e
*
former pavement was as described,
IT IS INTERESTING NOW TO of round cedar blocks untreated
recall the debates that occurred in laid on plank. The pr;sent block~
the ea:ly months over the subject are of pine, rectangular, treated
of pavmg. There were the conser- with creosote, and laid on a convatives who had always been ac- crete slab.
customed to wading through mud
after a rain, who ·had lived through
THE BLOCKS FOR OUR PRESit and prospered, and who protest- ent block pavement were prepared
ed against the effeminacy of a gen- in a plant at or near St. Cloud.
eration that was afraid of soiling They were cut from green pine timits .shoes as nature had obviously ber and were placed in batches into
intend·ed. There were others who great air-tight retorts. Heat was
recognized the desperate nature of applied and the blocks were given
the existing situation, but who felt a thorough baking and air was exthat the cost of paving would be hausted from the chamber to ingreater than the taxpayers could sure the extraction of all possible
bear, and who feared that if pav- moisture. · Then a creosote mixture
ing were undertaken the ,w hole was poured over the mass and air
town would presently be sold ~or pressure was applied to force the
taxes.
oil through all the pores of tne
wood. Parts of the same process
ALTERNATIVE PLANS WERE are used regularly in some methproposed. One was for graveling ods of kiln-drying lumber.

* * *

* * *
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A FEW YBARS GO A MILD
tremor agitated North Dakota
when lt became known that the
king and queen of Slam were to
pass through the
state. The vlbra':
tion sub!flded almost to zero on
Informatlon that
the transit of the
rO
1 c O u P 1e
wo!i: be accom·
plished at night
and that there
would be no op.
portunlty to do
the h O n O r s to
w b I c b the
world's only absolute
monarch
and his consort
W. P. Ollvles. were obviously
entitled. The little king and bis
party came and went, and scarceIy anyone knew the difference.

* * *

AT THAT TIME KING PR.A.TAdbipok vl1ited the United States
for the purpoae of having bis eyes
treated by American specialists.
Ju1t now be l• living quietly in a
villa in the county of Surrey, England while a decision is being
reached whe.tber or not ha shall
remaln a king. A revolution in
one's own country 11 probably not
wholly plea.sing to any king, but it
seems that if there is to be one It
could be conducted under no circumstances more n.tlsfactory to
the party of the first part than
those which characterize the potentlal revolution now under way In
Slam. The king 11 plea1antly 1ltuated In a country whoN language be
speaks fluently, and he baa more
million, than moat of u1 have dolIara.

* *

'

*

ONE OF THE TOPSY-TURVEY
features of thl1 situation, which
has Its appropriate place in a topsyturvey world, 11 that while the king
threatens to quit, the leaders in bis
government are trying to induce
hlm to carry on. There have been
suggestlone that the king has
grown weary of the cares of state
and has reached the point where
he would prefer the quiet life of
a country gentleman in England
than the responsibllltles of an absolute monarch in Slam. That,
however, ls not the surface element in the controversy. Ar, the
situation ltanda the king of Slam
has the power of life and death
over those of his subjects who have
been convicted of crime, and the
revolutionary party wlshea to have
that power withdrawn. To this
the klDi' objecte, malnt&lnlng that
ln thll poaltlon he 11 representin&'
the will of hl1 people, and that
thenfore he i• aothag In accord
with the prlnoipl.. of true demooraoy, And 1omet1me1 we worry
about mised pol(dOla America!

•

nlfl:

ON THEIR
VISIT TO
the UJalted Stat•• th• Blameae klnr
and queen called on PrHldent and
Mr1. Hoover, and in one of the
chapter, from the remlnl1cence1 of
the fa.moue White Hou1e chief
usher, "Ike" Hoover, ;tus, publl1hed,
there 11 given an entertalnln1 acount of that visit. It was the

first t
that a reigning monarch had ever been entertained at
the White House, and nobody knew
exactly what to do about it. Europ.
ean royalties often exchanged
visits, and the rules govemtng
visits were scanned for rules and
regulations. Among others in tentative theory was evolved . that
when the dignitaries separated the
president should back out of the
presence of the king. But the staff
couldn't see the president of the
United States, as host In his own
house, backing out of the presence
even of a king, so that was out.
Suitable arrangements were made
finally, and everything passed of
with reasonable smoothness.

* * *

PERHAPS THE INCIDENT 0
greatest human interest In ~11 th
chapters of Ike Hoover's remlnls
cences ls bis account of the vlsi
to the White House of youn
Bryan Untiedt, the Colorado school
boy hero of a Colorado blizzard
The papers carried the story of
school ' bus with 21 children an
the driver being trapped in a bliz
zard, telling how the driver and
five children died In the storm and
bow young Bryon 1aved the lives
of the other fifteen by bis courage and resourcefulness. Friends
obtained for the boy an invitatlon to the White House, and there
were many who felt that it was unfair to the lad to subject him to
publicity which might easily turn
his bead.

* * *

THE CIDEF USHER'S STORY
of the visit pah1ts a wholly dellghtful picture. The boy arrived
in Washington plalnly dressed,
with a battered a,uitcase, and with
a meagre supply of money with
which to buy a few simple presents for his mother. He was
wholesome country boy, unpolished
but by no means uacouth, and utterly wJthout self - consciousneS11.
Without the slightest embarrassment he chatted freely with President and Mrs. Hoover, and he
seemed quite unconscious, both
that be had done anything remarkable and that he wae being made
the recipient of unusual honors.
Seated with the president in the
latter's study he threw one leg
over the arm of his chair, settled
himself comfortable, and chatted
as freely as lt he had been a.t
home. On one occa1ion, while
plans were being made to take him
for a motor ride, he was missing.
Presently he was found ,trolling
about the 110uth ground• of the
White House taking picture• with
hla little camera. He and the
presldenta grandchildren became
fut friend,. Mri,, Hoover took him
under hfr wing and talked and
latii'h•d ;vtth him u familiarly u
if 1h, had been hl1 favorite aunt.
Both tbl pr~ent and Mr..
$0ffli' tf>ok ;.ite1i to ,uard the
boy from any lmpreulon that be
wu being lionized. The paper,
made much of hi• vl1it, but th~
were kept from him durtnr hie en•
tire ltay. The whole Incident bu
freahne11 and fragrance all the
more pleasing for Its contrut with
the artificiality that 1n1rround1 10
much of Waahln,ton life.

DOWN IN ILLINOIS A DAIRYman.· had installed a radio in his
barn, and after, experimenting with
it for some time he reports a materially increased
flow of milk. But
I'll bet .that_ unless he is mighty
careful in picking
out his programs
he will find that
a lot of. the· mil!t
comes sour. This
is by no means
the
first
time
that music, and
eometimes quite
good music, has
been
tried
on
cows. While
I
never had anyDavies
thing to do with
herding cattle on a large scale, · I
accept it as a fact that cowboys,
herding theii; cattle at night, habitually sing to the animals. The
idea is not that the cattle are particularly fond; of music, or that the
strains from cowboy throats always are .of high artistic quality,
but that , the cattle like · to know
that somebody is there.

;HERE ARE STORIES, MANYJ
of them apochryphaJ, of the manner in which votes were repeated I
during the early settlement of the
Red river valley. One such story
is that about the time the Great
Northern was built to Neche a
'
train was loaded with construction
hands and started north, and at ev- ·
ery stopping place between Grand
Forks and the boundary the train
stopped and all hands got off and
voted, repeating the process at the
next station. There are also stories of steamboat men voting as
often as the boat could reach a
voting place on election day.

*

*

*

ANOTHER
STORY,
F OR
which some of the old-timers have
vouched, is that during an election
contest in: Grand Forks the lieu- .
tenant of one of the factions collected . about twenty roustabouts in
a barn, gave them a drink all
around, marched them to the polls
and voted them, then returned
them to the barn for another drink.
This is said to have been continued
all day, and the vote cast in that
* *
ward gre·a uy exceeded the total
RANGE CATTLE ARE PRET- population-men, women and chilty . wild animals - and are easily dren-of the ward.
startled. When· the cowboy has his
* * *
herd bedded down at night he
ANOTHER YARN TOLD ME
knows that any sudden unusual by a man who said that he had parsound is likely to frighten some ticipated in the affair ·related to the
of the animals and start them ancient contest between Walsh and
moving. That movement- is likely Winship for control of the local
to start others, and almost instant- county convention. My informant,
ly the whole herd may be panic- at that time a Walsh man, said
stricken and starting on a · wild that he and one other had started
' stampede. The cattle accept the out in a buggy to round up prepresence of the cowboy as a nor- cinct committeemen for their facmal, natural phenomenon, So long tion. Precinct caucuses were go. as he is there, things are as usual as-you-please affairs, and quite of. and there is no occasion for worry. ten no caucuses were held.
My
Therefore, the cowboy, as ~e rides friend and his partner drove out
his rounds in the darkness, keeps into the country, found a man
up a montonous song in a sort of worknig in the · field, ·enlisted his
undertone. With that sound per- support, and then and there heldsisting, other sounds which might a precinct caucus, passing the neestartle pass unnoticed. So when essary resolutions and electing a
you hear some of the cowboy songs suitable committeeman. The partover the radio, it ' doesn't follow ners then drove on to .a nother prenecessarily that tpey were pro- cinct and repeated the process.
duced · in the first instance as The committee.men so selected
works of art. More 'likely they claimed and , were awarded seats
were just composed to keep the in the convention, which gave the
cows quiet.
Walsh faction control. That is the
* *·
story which was told to me. I do
BACK IN THE OLD DAYS A not vouch for its accuracy, for I
more or less famous politician, wasn't there. ·It is a fact, however,
checking .up with the campaign that many oJ the early day poli• committee, just before election, ex- ticians were men of almost unlim1 claimed "By gum! boys, we've 'em ited resources and considered .ev-1
'. lic~ed, if they don't manage to buy erythlng as fair in politics as in
: us.
.love and war.
1

*

*

~\

IN RATIO OF RADIO RECEIVr ing sets to population the nation
t holding first place is not the Unit3d States, and not any one of the
gr e at European
nations, but littie Denmark. A
com pilat i o n by
the Danish government gives the
number of receiving sets per thousand inhabitants
in Denmark as
150.1. Denmark's
population is given as 3,550,651.
Next in order in
r a d i O density
stand1:1 the United
W . P . D'I.vies. S t a t e s, with
147.9 per thousand - almost a tie with Denmark
-followed by Great Britain with
133.4. The only other country with
a greater ratio than 100 is Sweden
with 108.1. Norway, Sweden's next
neighbor, for some reason stands
ralher far down on the list with
48.5.

* *

*

FROM
SWEDEN'S
RATIO
there is a fairly long jump to ratios below 80, and in the group between 70 and 80 are the following,
with their several ratios: Canada,
73.5; Cuba, 75.7; Australia, 78.1;
New Zealand, 70.3; Austria, 75.5;
Germany, 77.4; Holland, 72; and
Switzerland, 73.5. The ratio of
France, for some unknown reason
is only 33.1. Most of the other na~
tions have ratios below the forties.
Japan has 18. India, with its enormous population at the peasant
level or below, has a ratio of .004,
with 10,914 sets in a population of
270,000,000. Russia's ratio is 14.7.
In a few cases the compilations are
for the end of 1932. In all the others the figures are for the close of
1933.

* * *

a choir of Greenlanders in thei
picturesque native dress, singin
folk songs for the entertainment o
their home folks far away in Green
land as they stand before a Copen
hagen microphone.

*

*

*

BRITISH BROADCASTING, A
is well known, is also controlle
wholly by the government. Broadcasting is conducted on Sunday, as
on other days, but on Sunday no
jazz or light comedy goes out over
the air from the government stations. Many of the British listeners, however, with an ear for the
light and frivolous, bootleg their
jazz by tuning in on continental
stations, which observe no such restrictions. An~ the government
can't do a thing about it.

*

* *

*

*

*

*

*

*

"THE LAMENT FOR THE
past," says an editorial in the New
Yorker, "runs like a sweet weed
through literature today." The article goes on to I say that modern
writers find pleasure in recapturing their childhood and recalling
with longing the joys of long ago.
There ii;; noted, too, the feeling that
childhood today is deprived of
much that brightened the earlier
childhood, at least as that childhood is now seen through eyes
that have grown old.
THE WRITER OF THE ARTIcle believes that in this very perceptible literary tendency, which
is not confined to reminiecences,
but extends to a vast proportion
of what is written, there is an unfortunate and unjustifiable assumption that our times are· decadent, that humanity is on the
down grade, and that there will
never again be days as good as the
good old days which we once knew.
THE SOUNDNESS OF THAT
belief is questioned, and it is suggested that there are rhythms in
the life ot modern childhood which,
later on will serve as the basis for
memories as interesting and as
pleasurable as are the recollections
of an earlier period. For the pietures of rural life, which reappear
in the minds of many of us, it is
suggested that there will be pietures equally distinct of the experiences of city life. The pictures
will be different, but it may be
that there will be just as much
pleasure in looking them over.

RADIO BROADCASTING IN
Denmark is a government monopoly under the immediate direction of a wireless council of 15
members constituting a bureau of
the Public Works department. Of
the fifteen seven are appointed by
various government agencies, two
by the press, and six by approved
associations of listeners. Each
owner of a receiving set, large or
small, pays an annual fee of 10
kroner-about $2.20 - all license
revenues being employed exclusively for broadcasting purposes. The
IT IS UNDOUBTEDLY TRUE,
programs have wide variety, and as suggested in the editorial, that
no advertising is permitted.
quite a part from recollections of
*
child life, there is a decidedly de.AN INTERESTING FEATURE pressing trend in much modern litin the report from which these erature. There ls too much of the
facts are culled is a picture of a morbid, introspective and psychonative Greenland girl sending her analytical to make for a cheerful
parents a Christmas greeting by ra- living and a cheerful outlook. At
dio from a station· in Copenhagen. least a partial return by good writGreenland, of course, iii a Danish ers to the romanticism of the Viccolony and the governJJle~t !las es- torian age and earlier might not
tablished
radio
~untcation be a bq;d thing for our spirtual diwith it. Another ptittl~ shows gestion.
.

* * *

* *

GAMBLING NEVER OCCUPIED
much of my time or made any noticeable change in my financial condition. I have bet ncikel chips on the
performance of a
roulette w h e e I,
but that does not
require much capital or yield great
returne. I never
bought anything
on margin. But
at one time I
played the wheat
market on pa.per.
A telegrahp operator named Cummings, who took
The Herald's pony
Associated Press
Davies
report at night
had charge of the
Van Dusen-Harrington commission
offices here in Grand Forks during
the day. Between shifts he loafed
around the editorial ~ooms, and he
was continually telling me how
easy it was to make money in
wheat. The proceas, as he explained it, was simple, and I got to making "mind" transactions, just to see
how they would come out. I would
. decide on a purchase or sale, record
the figures on an old envelope and
put it away in my desk until next
, day, when I would chec;k up on it.
The game got to be rather interest..
ing, and to my surprise I found
that I was making money-on paper-hand over fist.

*

* *

I KNEW THAT THAT WAS
contrary to thtl usual experience,
and I was acquainted with several
men more shrewd than I who had
burned their fingers badly in the
market. I wondered why I was doing so much better than other peo..
ple. I discovered the reason.
I
was betting pencil marks, n~t money. I did things that I would not
have dared to do if I had been
putting up cash. I changed my
method and imagined that with
each transaction I was risking act, ual money which I could not afford
to lose. Luck changed immediately, and before long I was dead
broke, still on paper.

*

3

l
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:>

_
8
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* *

SOMETIMES WHEN SUGGEStions are made that government,
and business, and the affairs of society in general be placed in the
hands of specialists whose know}...
edge has been acquired only from
books and in the classroom, I think
of that experience. My theory
may· have been all right, but there
were factors in the equation which
no mere theory could be made to
fit. Theories, however' excellent, in
order to be effective must be applied to facts quite apart from the
desk, and the printed page and the

classroori1. One might study f ~r
lifetime rules for riding a bicycle.
He migh.Lt have at his finger..tips
the knowledge of just what to do
in· every conceivable set of conditions. y' et when he undertook actually to, ride a bicycle about his
first per:iformance would be to fall
off.

* * *

SPEA}':{ING OF BICYCLES, I
owned what was said to be the
first on~ that ever came to my
town, Br:'antford, Ontario. Two or
three otbler· people had owned it before I did, but it was in good
shape w .hen I bought it for $45.
There w.ere not over a dozen bikes
in town at that time. Mine had
a 48-h1c~ front wheel, which was
about hght for my build. Some
day I1m going to get hold of one
of those ·things and see if I can ride
it yet

*

*

*

TH!D
BICYCLE WAS THE
first ,,ehlicle other than the buggy
which lemt itself to joy-riding, an
it starteid an evolution which had
gone a, hong way and covered many
fields. :Not everyone could afford
to own and maintain a horse and
buggy, ·but anyone, with a little
deterrnir.1ation, could own a bicycle.
Many 0£ us did. One of the questions th.lat arose quite early was
what to do with the bicycle on Sunday. Many good people frowned
on Sund ..ay riding. I knew of some
·Who thomght it permissible to ride
one's wl:leel to church, but not 0th..
erwise. But the urge to go places
was too strong to be resisted, and
the biclVcle was largely responsible for :a changed attitude toward
the firstt day of the week. My
grandpa.rents would have been harrifled at the thought of getting into a Illa~hine and riding over to Bemidji oin Sunday just to look at
the scen1ery, see the folks and return.

* * *

IT IS GRATIFYING TO NOTE
that ste:ps are being taken to re ..
organfz~ the museum at the University of North Dakota. A considerabl~ part of the original col..
lection }has been scattered because
of lack .of proper housing facilities,
but the ~remainder is now to be preserved ;and additions ·are to be
made a~s opportunity is afforded.
There a.re available specimens rep ..
resentatJve of the life of earlier
generatiians. Much of value can also be dcOne by collecting specimens
which g1,re now commonplace, but
which b)efore long will be rare. In
his rnmseum at Dearborn Henry
Ford is making provision for this,
and hisS collections there includes
item which, now are familiar, but
which. "V¥Vill soon have passed out of
use.

ONE OF THE HIGHLY PRIZed constitutional privileges of the
Englishman is that of writing a
letter to the London Times. One
E n g lishman, H.
R. Tate, once a
resident of North
Dakota, has availed himself of that
privilege to tell
the r e a d e r s of
the "Thunderer"
something about
pioneer days in
this s t a t e. Mr.
Tate's address in
England is Shilling Okeford, and
his letter is evfden tly prompted
W. P. D3vlea. by one from an.:
other correspondent which had appeared in an
earlier issue of the paper. The
clipping from the Times containing Mr. Tate's letter is forwarded
by Dr. A. W. Gauger, a former
member of the faculty of the University of Nort1:t Dakota, and now
of the Pennsylvania State college,
who writes that on a recent visit
to England he found considerable
interest in North Dakota, especially as to drouth conditions. In
his letter Mr. Tate does not indi~
cate in what part of North Dakota he lived. I wonder if any
reader remembers him. His letter follows.

* *

1

"AS ONE * WHO PIONEERED
in North Dakota 4rs years ago,
when the prairie was 91:ill marked
by buffalo trails and heaps of their
bones, I read your correspondent's
article with great interest.
The situation there today was
paralleled at the end of the last
century, when a succession of devastating drouths accompanied , by
a disastrous fall in prices laid low
wheat-farming interests for several years. Mortgaged up to the
hilt, with all their money -,sunk in
their p·r airie ho'l dings, some of the
pioneers of those· days hung on by
the skin of their teeth to the bitter end while others "pulled out"
penniless, ruined by· the drouth,
low prices. and. borrowed money.
In a Southern State the situation
was. worse, and unnmbreded ranch-,
men, after three dry years in sue_!
cession, struck northward in prairie
schooners~ on · the covers of eome
·ot which was written, according. to
current report:
Good-bye · to dear old Texas,
Good-bye to you for ever.
We may migrate some day to hell,
But back to·. Texas, never!
~

"'

...

"1'

.....

""

"IN THE EARLY .NINETIES
~orth Dakota was booming, and
m the famous Red River Valley
alone the Dalrymple Brothers' holding was a 15,000-acre wheat farm.
Dollar, wheat, 40 bushels to the
acre, was the slogan then, and it
was re~lized before the slump
came, which was at its height in
1893, when the Baring crisis in
·England reacted on business interests acro'ss the Atlantic. That winter you could · buy in a store in
the Northwest neither a bag of
flour nor a packet of Arbuckle's
coffee without a "greenback'' iri
your hand. Credit was frozen as
hard 1ls the:. prairie ·. itself. The Russian thistle, imported in seed from
Europe, completed' the farmer's
downfall, for in a dry year it . cut
out thousands of acres·· of growing
wheat, and a fifth of my own crop
was smothered by it in 1894. The
yield was only nine bushels to the
acre, and was sold at 43 cents a
bushel!
IN THOSE DAYS THERE~
were no State-owned banks in .....
North Dakota. We "rustled'' for :::::
ourselves, sowing our own crops
singleha~ded, helping one another
at harvest, and working on traveling threshing machines at two dol- •
lars a day. When it froze up we
donned fur caps and coats and did
our own chores sometimes in 40
deg. below zero.

*

~

*

"I W0NDER IF THE PRESENT
generation of Dakotans will stick
it out. Good luck to them! The
pioneers of my generation served
their apprenticeship in a hard
school of experience, but the daily
grind of running a prairie farm,
the sickening disappointment of
crop failures, unredeem d mortgages and low prices, and the paralysing cold of northern winters
broke the heart of many a farmer
and his better half; and the women pioneers of those days bore the
stoutest hearts and met adversity
with a braver front than I have 1
since met In a fairly long experience in three continents. And in
the sober nineties, be it well remembered, there was no wireless,
local cinemas, and no automobiles.''
1

* * *

MISS, OR MRS. NELLIE HALL
of Fresno, California, has seen i~
The Herald the reproduction of a
part of Irvin Cobb's speech on Upton ,Sin'clair and does not agree
with Cobb at all. She writes that ·
she has met Upton Sinclair and
heard him address large audiences,
and is sure that he. is "a noble
Godfearing man, fighting for jus~
tice for the poor and rich alike to
the betterment of all concer~ed
and .to make the world a bette;
place in which to live.''

*

·k

* --~-------~-

THIS CORRESPON.DENT DOES
not approve of appropriations for
public health, but thinks tfiat the
mon~y should be spent to feed
people, so that , when properly
nourished they will not suffer
severely from fever and measles
She attended the public ~chools i~
Grand Forks a-n d graduated f·
the univers1
· ·tY with· George rom
F ,
s.hafer, , whom she describes as· "~
fme fellow.'' If she lived in .North
Dakota she would vote -for Mrs
Langer, whom she considers a "fin~
woman."

*

* *

.THOUGH THE RAILROADS
will haul less wheat this year than
usual they will haul more straw
than, they ever hauled before, fo
never before, was there such ~
quantity of straw baled as is b
ing b a l ed . in
· the Red, River .· v 11 enow. o . ..,.
T
B arnes spent the a I ey
t
ter part of the week , up norf
and
th .-h e reports that, at St· Thomas'
~re is baled, straw piled up in
railroad yards , sufficient to . lead
350 ~ars.- Twenty..nine trucks have
been .hauling; straw to : St. Thomas
steadi~y for some time and they
are .stip at it. Hillsboro has about
a s1mllar ~uantity. There is an
immense pile at Drayton, and· another at Thompson.

i;

*

*

*

~HIS STRAW IS ,B OUGHT BY
~he. government to be used in teedmg stock in the drouth area. Balers who have con tracts with the
government pay farmers, from $1
to. $2; per ton for the-~ straw the
price ~arying with distance· from
the,. railway. The, government is
also _ buying other. material for
rough ,feed; including · ground ·sweet
clover, sugar- beet, pulp and even
the refuse from · tow mills S
of th·1s ma teria~ is to be· mixed
ome
l .
with crude sugar 'cane molasses
from L omsiana,
· ·
as it appears that
beet molasses - is not .s uitable for
the purpose.

IN THE LA TEST WILL ROGers play, "Judge Priest," based on
, one of Irvin Cobb's stories, the
, shrewd old judge employs a group
'
of ·negroes to play
southern war
melodies outside
the courthouse
window at a crit..
ical period in a
trial.
e inquires
of their leader, a
tall black with a
mouth - organ, if
he can play "Dixie," and the boy
replies that he
can. He also adds
that he can play
''M a r c h i n g
Through . GeorgDavies
ia." .But the judge
warns him to leave that tune alone.
He knows how the old confederate
veterans who a.re on the jury
would react to that tune.

* * *

.

I SUPPOSE IF ONE WANTED
to start a riot in short order in
some Georgia village he could get
results immediately by standing on
a street corner and whistling that
tune. We of the north sing it, or
whistle it, or march to it, enjoying
its martial swing, without giving
a 'thought to the tragic significance
which 1t has in every part of the
old Confederacy, and especially tn
that broad belt "from Atlanta to
· the sea," which was devastated by
Sherman and his men.

feared when it was first produced.
In a new book on "The American
Theatre, as Seen by It's Critics,''
by Montgomery Moses and John
Mason Brown, it is recorded that
in 1852 the New York Herald denounced "Uncle Tom's Cabin" as a
bad blunder, saying:
"The thing is in bad taste, not
accor~ing to good faith to the constituUon, or consistent with either
of the two Baltimore platforms:
and is calculated, if persisted in,
·to become a fir,ebrand of the most
dangerous character to the entire
country."

*

* *

JUDGED BY ANY ACCEPTED
standard of dramatic criticism
"U~cle Tom's Cabin" scarcely rises
above the quality of a thousand
little melodramas which had their
day and were forgotten. Yet it
swept the northern half of the na~
tion and mere mention of it an·
gered the southern half. But, ;
though mawkish in spots and
co.u rse in others, it provided a
means whereby those who saw it
could dramatize something which
was in their own hearts, and there·
in lay its power. ,

* * *

THE MOSES-BROWN B O OK i
on

criticism

refers

also

to

the I·

caetlgation given
Profession'' in the
ald in 1905, not
drama.tic quality,

''Mrs. Warren's I
New York Her·
because of its
but because of
its subject matter. The attitude of

the reviewer of that day was that
to preach a sermon
sociological treatise
he should find some Pl.a ce other
than the theatre for his purpose.
There is raised a question concern•
lng which there will never be complete agreement.

* * *
if one wishes
THERE IS ANOTHER LITTLE or present a

.
~

•

..
..

touch in that play in which a witness asked if ·he served in the
war' of the Rebellion, replies indigna.ntly that it was the War of the
Confederate States a.nd wins the
obvious approval of the Kentucky
crowd. Down south it ts· not polite.
to mention the ''War of the Rebellion," for there the Confederates
are not understood to have been
rebels. Neither is the conflict
characterized as the ''Civil War,''
for a civil war is a war within an
undivided country, and, from the
southern viewpoint th~ nation had
already been divided. Usually the
term employed is "The War Between the States,'' which implies
equality and carries no suggestion
of rebellion against lawful authority.

* * *

"UNCLE
TOM'S
CA B 1! N,'
which
was
laid
a
way
to
rest, sup1
posedly for all time, two or three
. years ago, and was then revived
for a brief revival with an all-star
, cast, was so unpopular in the south
· that · it was neve~ safe to produce
1 it below Mason and Dixon's line.
And its disturbing . influence was

* * *

ANOTHER QUESTION PREsents itself in the situation which
Brooks Atkinson says exists in
New York, where practically all the
news plays presented this fall have
been panned by the critics and the
producers . a r e denouncing th e
critics for keeping the audiences
away from the theatre. Shall the
critic look at the play from the
standpoint of real dramatic value,
or shall he estimate as best he
can how the public will like it regardless of its real value? In
Abie's Irish Rose,'' for instance,
we have a historic example bf a
play i~ which no critic could see
anything good, and which no regular producer could be induced to
touch, yet which, produced in des
peration by the at;1thor herself,
surpassed all records. Had the
play, after all, a kind of value
which the experts failed to recognize?

IN JOHN HIX'S LITTLE COL- familiar, seems not to have been
lection of things , which -are , true, placed ~n a tombstone, but to have '.
"St
A It s
,,
th b~ck been written · and circulated ·by
range s . , eems, on e
· some wag as an appropriate epipage of The Herald the .o ther, day taph for Sir . John Vanburgh, the
there was repro- architect .of Blenheim castle dur..
u·c ed · the text of ing the reign of Queen Anne. · The
a. cynical epitaph versifier objected to the design of
aid to have been the _castle as being too · lieavy, and
inscribed on an he ·wrote of the architect: .
E n g 1 i s h tomb.: "Lie .heavy on hhri, earth, for he
st o n e : . "G o.d Laid many a heavy load on thee."
w o r k s wonders
*
*
now and then;
TRACY BANGS TOLD US . THE
liere lies a law- otl}er evening that he ., once ruined
yer and an hon- a ·8\lit, of clothes carrying a torch :
est man/,. There in · a parade for Grover . Cleveland.
have been many Those , wer~· t~e days of real parvariations ·.o f that ades. The -parade for Henry Holt
theme. In one -o f was a creditable affair, but autothem it ·is told mobile headlights rather dim the
w. P. . n,vte•~ that :the epitaph fe ffect of· ad torchlight parade. 'The
read ''Sacred to 1ares u.e would· be quite effective
the memory~of ·an ·able Iaywer and if all other lights were dimmed.. .
an honest ,man." A lady tourist
* *
reading · the lines· said -to her hus- ·. I SUPPOSE THE B I G GE S T
band: "But I wonde·r , why they torchlight parade ever seen in
buried them ·b oth · in the same Grand Forks was the Budge pargrave.'' '
ade the nignt before the Republi*
*
.
can state con;vention here in 1896.
THE PRACTICE OF INSCRIB- There were rio carriages in that
ing on ·t ombstones epitaphs intend.:. parade, only marchers, with ever
ed 'to be h1i1morous, and some of so · many · bands, and the line of
Which are decidedly· · so, ls ari an- march, was all ove·r town~ The
cient and peculiar one. It seems ·torches were real parade torches;
not to have been especially coin- kerosene-burners con~isting of meti::non on U>:fs continent, but innum- al ~ontainers with wicks, mounted
erable examples of if are found in on 'ha:ndles_ five feet long. The
old English gr1;tveyards. A Dr. torch was carried over the ·shoulJobn Kippax, ·of Chicago, a nativ·e , der, and I suppose Tracy's torch
of .my home town, Brantford, on~ leaked kerosene, which ls what
tario, amused· himself one summer happened to his wit. I have often
during- a tour ·of England by · visit- mentioned the Budge parade and
ingt ·cemeteries ·and copying odd told how, while the Budge , people
epitaphs .which he found on the were parading, the enemy signed
_tombstones. He _, published ·his ,col- up enough del~gates to 'control the
lection of oddities in a clever little convention · next. day.
voluine which he called "Graveyard * * .*
Literature."
IF I HAD BEEN .Q UALIFIED
*
to v~te in each of ·the three Cleve.NOT MANY · PERSONS, PROB- lana campaigns ! ·should have been
ably, woul_d think · ()! -browsil\r in_.on the winning side each time. T
graveyards ·. as ~~e most pleasant was for ·· Cl,e veland against Blaine
.w ay ·of,. pas1ing a summer but Dr. in 1884, but t t t time I had ·m>t

*

*

*

1

*

*
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If we ahouJ4 have be&VJ', ,now,
the adult blown Into deep cirlfte, early
iHy the firlt the winter, with frequent storms
during the eeuon, the posalblllty
snow may carry the suggeltlon of or road maintenance would be given
a long winter, a real teat. The snow-plow, making
of fuel bllls which Ught work of the first set of drifts,
11 not easy to would build walls of snow on each
meet, or hours of side of the roa.d, leaving the roadI a b o r shoveling way in a depression which would
paths, of bret.tb- be fllled by every wind, and each
taking strug1le1 operation with the plow would
th r o u g h d e e P build the walls higher and add to
d r 1 f t a, but no the difficulties. In some localities
child ever falls that condition has existed and it
to welcome f.he has been neceesary to abandon
f 1 rat mow, es- the effort to keep the roads clear.
p e cl a 11 y if 1.it In such cases there was re~ersion
com e s in we to first principles and the good
form of big, soft old bobsled was again brought into
flakes which float Nrvlce. A real "old-fashioned"
rather than fall, wJnter would block all the roads
in t h at f o r m in the state a.nd keep them block*
ed until spring.
d which aune1ted the old saying
*
n that "the old woman is plucking NEXT WE ARE TO HAVE
._ her geeaa and scattering the fea- talking books, so we are told by
an accomplished musician. Details
1• thers."
* * *
are not given, but it is understood
THE YOUNGSTER THE that by means of eome peculiar
flr.t mow means snowballing, and light and sound controls one . ls to
U slelghrldlng, if there la a conve- be able to hear the words of the
,a nient hill, with visions, to be reallz- book spoken, possibly by the au1 ed later on, of snow forts, tunnels thor himself. I have never been
' and Igloos. The tropical child able to interest myself greatly in
0 ml••• all thi• living as he does, In any
plan either for projecting
'C a aaonotony of unchanging seuona. printed matter on the screen or for
l An~ of those who move from north- making the words audible, except
. ern latitudes, where snow 18 the of course, for their scientific bear, normal accompaniment of Obrist- Ing. No two peopi. read a book
mu, to milder climates where snow or a newspaper in tlae aame way.
ls unknown, there are few who do No. Two ·persons are Interested in
· not confess to a aensatlon of home- exactly the same re~ng matter.
, sickness once in a while and a long- Practically everyon
:who reads
1 ing to see once more a landscape pauses In his readlJic to get the
clothed In white.
full import of portions of the text,
*
*
·•
or aa sentences suggest personal
1
IN THE NORTHWEST THE thoughts and experiences in which
1 possiblllties of road maintenance no other person has a part, Radio
1 in relation to the automobile have and the acreen have done wonders,
. not yet been severely tested ex- and In certain dlre~tlons their pos- l
• cept In rather small and scattered 1lbllltle1 Nem to be almost unllmlt- t
areas. One runs across the theory ed. But no acceptable substitute
• here and there that the •CU"City for the printed page has yet been
9 of rain in recent years le doe to found, and it ls not at all likely
1 the development .o f radio, which that one will be found.
, keep, tbe air filled with electrical
* ti *
r
• impulses and prevents the proper A GROUP OF l!4INIATURE e
• condensation of moisture, with dancing images, beautifully carved
• equal reason, I 1uppose, our com- of Ivory, was found recently during
I paratlvely snowless winters of late the excavation of an Egyptian
may be attributed to the automo- tomb. From their t<>rm and pose
bile. Before we bad auto~obiles it ls accepted by scientists that 1
we had lots of snow. Since the the images represent pygmies from
use of the auto became general intet1or Africa such as are known
heavy snowfalls are rare. lf that to have been used by wealthy Egyisn't a clear case of cause and ef- ptlans for D1Jrposes of entertainfec', what is it?
ment. The figures are said to be
about 4,000 years old. They are
THE FACT IS THAT, REGARD- considered remarkable because of
le• of cause, throughout molt of the liveliness of their features and
the territory covered by our north- attitude, whereas most of the an"'8~tern road builders there has clent Egyptian carvings are 1tlff
wen comparatively little trouble and conventional. The history of
~ drifting -anow, and moat of man as an intelligent being, with
trouble has been toward the f. high degree of manual dex~
of winter, when tlle fQow was terlty and of artlatlo sensibilities,
to dl•!!fMr before
But rune back a long way.
1>ITT TBll CBUU) WR
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WE HAVE HAD RECORDS OF
late of several cases of two pairs of
. consecutive twins. Now begins another series. A friend sends me
a picture of three
pairs of consecutive twins born to
Mrs. Henry Bates
of Heber Springs,
Ark. They are
Earl and Murrill, boys, aged 4,
Leola Fay and
Naomi Ray~ girls,
aged 3, and Billie
J ean, a girl and
Willie Dean, a
boy, aged three
months. Of the
three - year - olds
W. P. D~vies. one is fair, with
light hair, while
the other had thick hair which in
the picture seems to be black. Thus
far I have seen no other record of
three sets of consecutive twins.
The lists are now open.

'
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IN· A
COLUMN
CLIPPED
from an unidentified Los Angeles
paper a year or two ago there is
given a sketch of Maxwell Anderson, University of North Dakota
graduate who has achieved remarkable success as a playwright.
Ande:rson is quoted as saying about
his work:

its teaching staff for a while. But
he found that the quakers, fearful
le~ their patriotism be doubted,
were more warlike than he was.
He returned to San Francisco and
went to work on a paper there.

* * *

"I WAS DISCHARGED,'' HE
said, "for refusing to write an editorial holding that .Germany should
be compelled to pay all the cost:;;
of the war-the thing everybody
agrees on now. I said it was impossible, and that was co·n sidered
highly unpatriotic. I landed on another paper there and wrote editorials until I got a chance to go
to New York. I wrote editorials
for the New Republic, Evening
Globe and Morning World there.
Then I turned to play writing.

*

*

*

"I NEVER WROTE ANY PLAY
as propaganda, but I have to write
what I believe. If I tried writing
anything I didn't believe I'm sure
they'd catch at it. I have no hope
of saving the world through my
plays, but I would like to help save
the theater. It seems to me there
is really some chance to do that.
But I doJ;1't see why they make so
much of winning the Pulitzer prize.
I still am so far short of the goal
1 have hoped to reach that I .c annot get excited about-. it."

* * *
*
*
*
SHORTLY AFTER HIS GRAD''IT REALLY WAS MY NEWS- uation from the University of

paper training which taught me North Dakota in 1911 he .m arried
how to work. The fact that ,there· Margaret Haskett, a fellow stuwere deadlines to beat, or to meet, dent, who died a few years ago. He
' got me into the habit of getting to has three sons in the east and is 45
work and doing something in · a years old.
given time. I work hard but don't
enjoy it much. I dread the idea
WILL ROGERS HAS A TERSE
of writing a long thing like a novel classification of ,newly elected con-that's one reason why I prefer gressmen. Some, he says, are Reto write plays. Twenty thousand publicans, but New Dealers; some
words· make a play, while it takes are Democrats but not New Dealfour times that many to make a ers; some are Democrats just to
novel."
use the label; and some are Re* * *
publicans just to try to keep an
THE INTERVIEWER SAYS old custom alive. The next conthat in his studio office Anderson gress, he says, is sure to be a pack
has a luxurious chair, supplied by of mongrels.
the .management, but that he sel* * *
dom uses it because when he AT THE MARRIAGE OF THE
works he is serious about it and British duke of Kent and Princess
doesn't . want anything too conduc- Marina all the women guests are
ive to indolence. I have often to wear hats, so runs the edict of
mentioned Anderson and .h,is work the lord Chamberlain. As that will
in this column, as he worked for mean that hats are to be worn at
a time on The Herald, but the Cal- elaborate functions for some time
ifornia writer mentions some facts thereafter there will be unkind
whi<;!h are not generally known hints .that the lord Chamberlain .
here.
·
has bee·n subsidized by .the hatmakers. If he were in the newspaper
ANDERSON, IT IS SAID, WAS business he :would be accustomed
conscientiously opposed to war, to insinuations of that kind and
and it was because Whittier was would be able to let them roll off
a Quaker college that he joined like water off a duck's back. ·

* * *

* * *
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NEXT JANUARY THERE WILLlwalk in the ~mmediate vicinity of 1
be more Democrats in the North her car was a cop. Ignoring h.ls
Dakota legislature. than in any pre- presence she .went to her c~r, and,
vious session. While the check is ,instead of climbing in and stepping
not complete, it'. on the etarter button, she reached
seems that more for the crank, which lay on the car
than 30 Demo- floor. The officer stepped forward.
crats were elect- "That your car, lady?" he asked.
ed to the two leg- "Yes." "It's been here too long,"
islative . b O d i e S he said, reaching for his pencil and
last week, and a pad of tickets. "I know it's been
few more may. be here too long,'' she exploded, angriadded when the ly. "And it would have been out
returns are all in., of here long ago if I could have
While still ·i n the: found a man decent enough to help
min ~ r it y the me get the blamed thing started."
Democrats w M 1 "Oh-," said the officer. 44 Is that
form ·a sizeable what's t)le matter? Let me see
and
influential what I can do." And, taking hold
group. From , a of the crank, which sh~ had fitted
Davies
hasty survey of in place, . he gave it a · twirl, and the ;
the record I con- engine spun merrily. ''Thank you I
elude that the election of 1904 was so much," said she. "Don't men, the one in which the Democratic tion it," said the cop.'' And away
party made the least impression in she-. went.
the election of· legislative candidates in North· Dakota. In that IN AN OUTLYING SECTION
year Tobias D. Casey, of Grafto·n , the· same, lady once crossed a
was the only Demo~rat elected to through street, without stopping·
~ the house. In the same year E. K. and was· immediately halted. by a
Spoonheim .of Northwood, ·was the burly cop who sprang out. of noonly Democratic senator elected, where, and whom she hadn't seen.
but as there were. several Demo- "Now why did ye do that?., he decratic holdovers he was not as lone- manded. "Why did ye do it? Tell
r some in the senate as was Casey in me why ye done it, and don't tell
. the house.
·
me no lies." "I did it," she replied .
*
deliberately, "because I waa in a :
1
IN 1906, THE YEAR MARKED hurry and didn't see a C?,P·" "Ye've I
anyway, . was the
b y th e e lec ti on of J oh n B urke , the told the truth,
''N
·t t , h
,
tat , f"r t D
t· governor response.
ow g1 ou · o ere, an
s es 1s
emocra 1c
. , watch your step."
·
· the. Demo.crat~ ~ad bet~er luck with
* *
their leg1slabve candidates, elect- IVY LEE MOST FAMOUS OF
ing 11 to the house and six to the publicity me~ among whose cUen ts
senate . In the earlier years of
.
. ' .
.
,
s t a t e h oo d mem b ers were. c1assi·tte d , were g1a
. _nt business corporations
d I
some of them as Republicans and and eminent J?ersonages, is dea .
r
.
never knew him, ,but I have thrown
Democrats, and others as Fu9ion~ a 1ot of h"is s t u ff 1·n t o. .th e was t e
ists, Independents, Populists and b k ·t p t Of h 18
· · b
t
·
Farmers' Alliance members. Not all as e ·
ar
, JO
was O .s~p. of those- designations appeared in ply newspapers. with advertising ,
any one ·year but they ccurred t matter , dressed up as news. Some
L intervals du;ing the
-f~rst . doz:n of it _l got_by, but, I think, no v~ry
, years of statehood. This- year is by large proportion, for .advertism~
.. no means the first to be . marked matter is not .easy to disguise sueby a decidedly mixed political sit- cessfully. Dexter Fellows, d~an of
f uation
·
circµs press. agents, and himself
·
a royal good· fellow, knew Ivy Lee
*
*
well, and · he told .me ' once' of a
THE CHICAGO LADY WHO method regularly followed by Lee
got a ticket· . for overstaying her to establish . witable - contacts with S
e parking t~me while she did her· prospective . clients. Lee learned· to I
s shopping was not as . resourceful as. play golf, tennis, and perhaps some,
- another Chicago lady, an acqµaint- of the more· sedentary games, and
o ance of mine, who also_shopped too he would wangle invitatiomi to play
long. Stopping. her little car in a those~games with notablee. ,B ut he
block reserved for 10-minute park.:- was always -careful not to -play. too .~
ing, she stepped. into a store, in- well.. His ; plan was to give . the
.e ten!ling to. be right out.. She · was other fello~ ,a ,good game .and ;allow c
,f delayed some tim~,· and she ap- himself to ~1 be.__ beaten "py a narrow
1,- proached . the. exit with ·a · distinct. margin.
That left everybody. hap- .s
:e consciousnesa . .of wrong-doing. py, and·, the_· way was open, perhaps,.
Strolling up an~ down . on· .t he _side-. .for a fat · contract.
·

* * *

* .*
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IN A RECENTLY PUBLISHED
PROBABLY NOT FIVE PER :'
magazine article Kenne~h S. ~la~k cent of the students who sing those
discusses the lack of or1ginahty m c"llege songs ever heard "Annie
the music-not the words-of col- Lisle, which was a popular song
lege songs. It is
well knwn that in sixty years ago, but which ha:..
th~ir songs sev- scarcely been heard for a generaeral colleges use tion. In an old· book which I have ·
the music of for- the song is attributed to H. S.
mer
p o p u 1a r
I Thompson, of whom I know nothsongs,
bUt
don't
suppose ing. Some older readers who still I
many persons re- remember the tune, but have foralize the extent gotten the words, may be interestto which this bor- ·
.
.
·
.
:rowing of tunes ed 1~ having .the verses m print. 1
has been going on Here they are:
or the number ·of
* * *
colleges which use
ANNIE LISLE.
the same tunes. Down Where the waving willows
I suppose that ev- Neath the sunbeams smile
W. P. D'lvtes ery University of Shadowed o'er the murm'ring waNorth Dakota student knows that
ters
when Professor Macnie wrote "Al- Dwelt . sweet Annie Lisle.ma Mater" years ago he fitted the Pure . as the forest .lily,
words to the Austrian national
Never thought" of guile
·hymn. ·Mr. Clark · makes note of Had its home within the bosom
that fact, among others. He also
Of sweet Annie Lisle.
tells us that ''Fair Harvard" is a
modern version of "Believe Me If
CHORUSAll Those
E:µ.dearing
Young
Charms"; that the Army has made Wave, willows·, mu_rmur waters,
similar use of "The Wearin~ of the Golden sunbeams smile!
Green"; and that Colgate has ap- Earthly . music cannot waken
propriated the music of "Juanita."
Lovely Annie Lisle.
Brown has made use of "The Old
.
* .tc *
I
Oaken Bucket," and South Carolina; Sweet came the Hallow'd chiming
of "Sweet Afton." "The Pirate's
Of the Sabbath bell,
'
Chorus appears as Michigan's ''The Borne on the morning breezes
Yellow and the Blue,'' Nebraska's Down the wooden dell.
"Scarlet arid Cream," and Color- On a bed of pain and anguish
ado's "Silver and Gold.'' "Men of
Lay dear Annie Lisle;
Harlech" haa served a similar pur- Changed were the lovely . features,
pose in Oklahoma and Georgetown,
Gone the happy smile.
and "The . Battle Hymn of the Re*
*
public'' at Colorado college.
"Raise me in your arms, dear
* * *
mother,
,
BY FAR THE MOST POPULAR Let me once · more look ·
/
tune,. of all for college purposes, On the green and · waving willows ·
according to Mr. Clark, is "Annie And the flowing brook.
Lisle." This is the· tune, we are .H ark! those strains of Angel music, Pi
told, to , which are sung Cornell's From the choirs above;
t
"Far · Above Gayuga's Waters," In- Deareet m~ther, I. am ,going;
diana's ' ''Gloriana, Frangipana,'.'
Truly, God is love.''
North· Carolina's, "Hark, the Sound
of TarHeel Voices," and other
THE V E R SE S FOLLOW
songs usea· by Lehigh, Swarthmore, strictly the pattern' considered apSyracuse, Missouri, Kansas, Ala- propriate for popular songs of that
bama, Vanderbilt, Washington and period. The more weepy a song
Jefferson.
could· be made the better:
1

.

1

I

·
·

*

•
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* * *

COLLEGE SONGS, OF WHICH stance, Tennyson's "Brook" and I
mention was made in this column Shelley's "The Cloud" and "To a
yesterday, are by no means the Skylark" graceful verse, per98-l;>S,
but rather low-grade poetry.
only songs whose music is merely
* *
that of earlier .A LITTLE ADVERTISEMENT I
songs once popu- the other day announced a .pocket
lar. Our "Amer- adding machine which it is said
·c a" is identical will add, subtract, multiply and
with the British divide, and which costs only $2.50.
"God Save the I hs.ve my doubts about it. If I
King." The Brit- hadn't I would get one of the things
'ish borrowed the and have ·some fun with it. To me
tune from Ger- an adding machine is a fascinating
many,
an d
I thing. Somewhere In its bowels
think ' I h a v e is concealed mechanism which I
read somewhere should like to investigate to find
that
the
Ger- out why the thing performs with
mans got it from such regular and unfailing accurItaly. . "The Star acy. I never caught' one of them
Spangled Banner" in an error, and I am conscious of i
Davies
is sung to the a strong desire to take one apart.
tune of an old The possibility that I might not be
drinking song, "Anacreon In Heav- able to get it together again deters
en." Innumerable attempts have me, for most adding machines cost
been made to produce a truly na- real money.
tional An:ierican patriotic song,
* * *
with wo.rds a~~ mus~c original and
I DISSECTED THE FIRST REappropriate which will be .accepted volver I ever owned. It cost me I
and adopted as "the" national an'd $2.50, bra.nd. new, and I spent anothb o d y h as succee d e
em.
u
no
th
B
t
. d .
·t "A
. ,, .
t er quarter .f or a b ox of cartridges.
m omg 1 •
merica 15 .easy O It had taken me a long time to acsing, and the words of the first and cumulate so much money in nickels
last. stanzas, which· are. commonly
..
an d d.imes, an d no b od y e1se k ne w
used, have b~come quite . fam1har. that I had it. But I was deter~u.t the tune 1s not Am~r1can, and mined to own a revolver, and I I
1t 1s the tune of the national hymn saved my , pennies secretly for
of another nation.
"The
,, h
r· . Star months for that purpose. It was
S pang1e d B anner
as
a
meh mu' t y, a 1I g li s t enmg
·
·
· l · tti
b t ·t . t
h.
f
a b eau
with
s h.my,
sica se ng, u 1 is 00 ig
or nickel. When I could get away I
most voices. The words, too, were went down to the woods beyond the
written for a ~pecial occasion, .and pasture and shot at a mark, some~
have not. th~ general applicability ·times hitting it. I went there so
essential m a truly national song. that no one would hear the bom-

*

* * *
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IN THE WRITING OF MEL.ANcholy songs the writers of the middie of the last century were in the
company of one who has been acclaimed as one of the great writers
of English poetry-no less a person than Edgar Allen Poe. Through
all his writings runs the note of
sadness. ~ome of Poe's writings
carry the suggestion of manufactured sentiment, like tire tears of
professional mourners at an Oriental funeral. B~t however genuine
the feeling, Poe held to the theory
that.- the expression of sorrow is
the highest function of the poet.
Describing the processes used in
the compoaition of his famous
poem, "The Raven,'' he wrote:

* .* *

"THE DEATH OF A BEAUT!ful woman is, unquestionably, the
most po~tica,I topic in the worldand equally is it beyond doubt that
the lips best suited for such topic
- are those of a bereaved lover."
B

* * *

THAT STANDPOINT
Poe would have co1;1sidered, .for inFROM

bardment.

* * *

THAT BOX OF CARTRIDGES
lasted me two or three weeks.
Then I had to find out what made
the thing go, and I took it apart .
After satisfying my curiosity I put
tt together, all but one litlte piece,
~hic,h I couldn't find, and which
dtdn t seem very important,- anyway. It see~ed to go pretty well, a
and I sold it. to Albert Haines .for If
$3.00. He was perfectly satisfied, f
and so was I. . I had had a lot of t
fun and was a whole quarter i
ahead.
t

*

* *

ALBERT HAINES WAS THE p
wagon-maker's son. After school t
and on Saturdays he ground paint. s
In those days paint came in dry c
powders, white and red lead, ochre, t
amber, sienna, and so forth, and be- i
fore a painter could do a job he,
ground the dry powder with linseed .oil in a little hand mill from
which the mixed paint trickled in
a tiny stream. I never saw a can
of mixed paint when I was a boy.

t,

I

1.-1

MANY YEARS AGO A MAGA· 1toe machine goo<l for nothing exd zine article, telling of things that cept to prove the feasibility of an
ir might have been, but were not, , idea, and in order to improve the
e showed pictures, among others, of design more than 30 models were
'
Julius Caesar rid- built, each better than the last, and
Ing a bicycle, with at length the writing machine was
t o g a floating ready for manufacture. The Remgracefully in the rngton company became interested
wind, and of Mary in the machine in 1873 and then beQueen of Scots gan manufacture on a commercial
operating a type- basis.
writer. There is
* *AT *THAT TIME
no evidence that THERE WAS
Mary ever actu- little conception of the possibilities
ally had access to of the typewriter in the business Z
a typewriter, but world. The first advertisements
her great - great- were addressed to court reporters,
grand daughter, lawyers, editors, authors and cler
Queen Ann e, gymen. Mark Twain was one of
might have done the first purchasers, and he is said 1
so had she been to have been the first author to
so disposed.
It submit a typewritten manuscipt to
was in Anne's reign, on January a publisher.
7, 1714, that the first typewriter
IN THE EARLY DAYS NO
patent of which there ls record
was granted by the British sov- thought was entertained that womereign to Henry Mill, an English an's place is at the keys of a type
engineer. What the machine was writer. When the Young Women·~
like nobody knows, for neither Christian Association in New Yori:
model nor description of it has sur- City first offered courses in typewriting to women there were viol vived.
*
lent protests. It was feared by
THE FIRST WRITING MA- many that the female mind and
chine constructed in the United constitution would break down un~ States was the invention of Wil- der a six months' course in typing.
- liam Austin Burt, of Detroit. He However there were found eigh'~
. developed the machine in 1828 and "strong women" willing to unde1·his patent of July 23, 1829, was go the ordeal. They were graduatslgned by President Andrew Jack- ed and placed in offices. Almost
son. The machine was crude in immediately there came a demand
l operation and it is said to have for more female typists, and· the
resembled in appearance a butch- revolution had set in.
The only model
*
1 er's meat block.
was destroyed in the patent office
A PICTURE TAKEN IN NEW
fire of 1836.
York's business section during the '
noon hour one day in the '80' c
ON JULY 14, 1868, a patent for shows the street filled with men.
1 a writing machine was issued to Not a woman is to be seen.
A rec. Lathan Shole8 and Carlos GIid- cent picture taken in a similar disden, of Milwaukee. Before that trlct shows the street crowded
time more than 50 men in this and again, but in the crowd there are
foreign · countries had devised writ- more women than men. The coning machines, of all sizes. All were trast is indicative of the extent to
made by hand and a few were sold, which women have come to fill
but none proved practical in actual places in the business world, largeuse. Sholes was a Milwaukee prin- ly through the instrumentality of s
ter and Glidden an attorney who the typewriter.
f
• seems to have had a decided bent
for mechanics, for when the two
THIS CHANGE HAS BY NO t
became interested in the typewrlt- means been confi.ned to replace- ~
er Glidden was at work on a me- ment. Like many other labor-savchanical spader which he hoped ing inventions, the typewriter has
would replace the plow. In trying created new demands by facilitatto work out a design for a ma- Ing the performance of work. Be- t
chine to number serially the pages cause of it vastly more people are
, of blank or printed books Sholes employed than could possibly be
and Glidden associated with them- employed without it. Not only is
selves Samuel W. Soule, a machin- work similar to that ,1f half a cen~
ist.
tury ago being done more expedi*
tiously and effectively, but work of
FROM PLANS FOR THEIR which a former generation did not
numbering machine U1e
three dream is being performed because
friends progressed to one which means have been provided to do it
would print letters, and by Sep- easily and rapidly.
tember, 1867, they had completed
a machine that actually worked.
FOR THE FACTS CONCERNFor further progress they needed ing the typewriter given above I
capital and for this they appealed am indebted to a pamphlet just
to James Densmore, an oil man of published by the Remington Rand
Meadsvllle, who, without seeing the company, which continues today
machine, ~ok a chance to the ex- the manufacture of typewriters
tent of $600 for a quarter interest which was begun by the RemingWhen he did see it he pronounced ton company in 1873,••~ - - - - - - -

I
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MISS MARG A RE T CABLE,
head of the University ceramics
department, has a spray of wild
plum blossoms in full bloom. The
opening of plum
blossoms in November, however,
is not to be attributed w h o 11 y
to weather peculiarities, as the
blossoms opened
indoors. A short
time ago Miss Cable on an afternoon drive plucked a small branch
from a wild plum
tree and on reaching home placed
it in water. Pres,.
Davies
ently the b u d s
began to swell and the twig is now
a mass of bloom.

from au the principal countries in
the world, each supported by his
own crowd ot enthusialrts. Fine
orchestras provided music for the
entertainment of the crowd as the 1
racers sped around the track.

* * *

TOWARD THE CLOSE OF ONE
of the big races Ted Hale, an
Irish rider, was well toward the
front, JLlthough not quite in the
lead. At the most critical stage
in-the race Hale's manager, having
taken a number of his visiting
compatriots into his confidence,
persuaded the orchestra to play
"The Wearing of the Green." Hale,
who had seemed to be putting
forth the last ounce of energy that
was in him, heard firlrt the music
of the instruments and then the
voices that took up the familiar
strains. He seemed actually to
lift his machine from the track as
>ft
* *
he achieved such a burst of speed
LATE WE AT H.E.R CONDI- as no one had believed possible,
tions, however, have had their in- and won the race.
I fluence on outdoor growth. Num*
erous cases of 8Wollen lilac buds JIM LYONS HIMSELF WAS A
are reported. I have heard of no bicycle man before he graduated
fall lilac bloesoms yet, and it is to into the automobile class. For sevbe hoped that there will be none, eral years he ran a bicycle shop
as that wouJd interfefe with the on lower DeMers a.venue, knew all
regular spring blossoms. Fall and the racers, kept track of all the
winter blooming of plants and races, and participated in a good
trees which normally bloom in the many of them. In the ea.st there
spring ls not at all unusual, but were some paved roads and a num-1
it is just enough out of the ordi- ber of well-sueta.lned bicycle paths,
nary to have been regarded with byt in North Dakota there were
superstition in times when almost neither. And the earth roads were
every process of nature was believ- nothing to race over. Graded
ed to have a hidden meaning and roads were of clay, which rutted
to be intended as a' warning of badly after a rain, and they were
evil to come. It is rather strange never dragged. Wagon traffic rollthat in the multitude of signs a.11d ed them down to a fairly smooth
symbols which they found in na- surface if there was sufficient
ture our forefathers found so little time between showers, but even
that presaged good.
then they were apt to be choppy.
*
The best bicycle roads that we had
DOWN IN LOUISIANA THERE were the crosi,-country prairie
is one person who gives some evi- trails, The sod, worked down an
dence of sanity. He is Mickal, the inch or two, gave a perfectly
20-yea.r old university student and smooth surface, with just enough
football player who was "appoint- loose material to provide a Uttle
ed" by Huey Long to a seat in the resiliency. But those trails besenate as a reward for prowess on came dangerous with age, because
the football field. Micks.I ignored when they were worn deep one's
the whole fool proceeding and con- pedal was apt to catch on the sod
tlnued with his school work, leav- at the side. At high speed that was
Ing Huey to find some other sub- almost good for a spill.
ject. for clowning. It appears that
* * *
Mickal is Syrian born. Evidently BICYCLE RIDERS LIVING IN
there are native Americans who railway villages developed the
have something to learn from dangerous practice of riding the
Syria.
rails from town to town. Someone
* * *
invented a contraption which enMENTION IN THIS COLUMN abled one to ride a bike on one
of the inspiration that there is in rail, by means of a pair of guides
famlliar songs, as in the playing and an extra little wheel that was
of "Dixie'' outside a Kentucky held on the opposite track by an
courthouse window in the play extension like a Fiji island out"Judge Priest," has reminded Jim rigger. Mounted on one of these
Lyons of an incident which oc- things a rider could make wondercurred away back in the late nine- ful time, but the railroad people
' ties, when bicycle racing attracted didn't like the practice and did all '
8.'I much attention as ·automobile in their power to discourage it. J!
racing does now. Six-day bicycle I never rode a bicycle 10 equipped,
' races were all the rage, and a great but I picked out occasional miles
international race was being run of railway track where the ballast
in Madison Square Gardell, New came even with the . ties and made
York.
There were contestant• pretty good going.

* *

* *
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I HAVE JUST BEEN TOLD OF 'cattle in the West Indies differ
an ancient novelty-if there ii su~h from the animals with which mos
a thing-in the form of a single of us are familiar by having on
ox yoke, which was doubtless used their shoulders a perceptibl~ hump,
during the early le!I prominent than that ot the
s e t t I e m ent of circus menagerie zebu, but augG r a n d F o r k s gestive of that formation. Our
c o u n t y and is ordinary domestic cattle do not
now in the Farm- last long in the Indies because of
era' elevator at the presence of ticks, which are
Emer-.do. My in• irrepressible in the tropics. Native
formant had nev- cattle were imported from India
er seen such a or S_o uth Africa, I have forgotten
thing before, and Which, . and these, crossed with our
It was entirely ordinary breeds, g-.ve a strain imnew to me. The mune to ticks, and posseaaing in
ordinary ox yoke modified form the hump a of their
is built for two Oriental progenitors.
oxen. It ls~ heavy
wooden beam the SPEAKING AT THE GREAT
D7
p
u n d e r &ide of gathering at Williston tn honor of
"• . O'lvles.
.
w hi ch 1s h o11owe d Governo~elect Moodie, ,Governor
near eac~ end to flt over ·the top Olson said he believed this to . be
of the necks of the animals. It ls the first time in the history of
held in place by means of bent North Dakota that Republicans
wooden bows one of which passes had joined in celebrating the elecunder the neck of · each ox and up tion of a Democratic governor.
through holes in the yoke. A chain Does Governor Olson forget that
is fastened to the center of the John Burke was a Democrat? A
yoke and this completes the outfit. lot of ·N orth Dakota Republicans
* *
assisted three times in the election.
ALMOST ALWAY S OXEN of Burke as governor, and eacla
were driven in pairs. For hauling time they joined In the celebrations.
heavy loads several teams might
* • *
be strung out. Oxen were used I SUPPOSE THERE IS NO
singly on the Red river carts, but state in the union in which polltiso far as I know they always wore cal allegletice has been shifted as
a crude sort of harness instead readily as in North Dakota. About
of any form of wooden yoke. The two-thirds of· the population has
outfit was very cleverly arranged always been classified as normally
so that during a rest period the Republican. Yet the state has
ox. could lie down without being gone Democratic for governor four
. unhitched.
times, usually by ·s ubstantial ma-

* ·* *

*

* * *

jorittes.

*

I HAVE BEFORE ME A PIC*
*
ture of a cart used .for hauling IN ITS FIRST PRESIDENTIAL
sugar cane, the picture illustrating election the state divided its three
· a book on Cuba. I have seen these electorial votes among the Repubcarts in other of the West Indies, lican, Democratic and Populist
and they are all built about alike candidates. It gave its -presidenand are a striking resemblance t~ tial vote to Wilson. In 1928 it went
the old Red river cart with wheels overwhelmingly for Hoover, and in
five or six feet In di;meter and a 1932, lt went .overwhelmingly for
light rack to hold the load. u,u- Roosevelt.
ally the sugar carts are hauled by .
*
a team of oxen. The big wheels NORTH DAKOTA ELECTElJ
serve the same purpose as the big one Democrat in the United States
wheels of the Red river cart-to senate, W. N. Roach, of Larimore.
give · plenty of bearing and prevent Two other Democrats were apthe vehicle from sinking in soft pointed for brief periods to flll out
ground. · I wonder which ·was in- parts of the unexpired term of
vented first, the ·s ugar cart or the Senator M. N. Johnson, who died
Red · river cart, and whether one in office. No Democrat has been
was copied from the other or each elected from North Dakota to the
was Invented Independently.
United $tates House of RepresentaOXEN, AND, IN FACT, ALL tives. .

* *

IthatWILL
ROGERS
PROPOSES broken and wreckage was genera
Huey Long's team play Stan- before the police arrived and too
d
N
y
, d
.th
charge. No body ever discovered
or on
ew
ears ay, wi
a who set fire · to those papers.
debate between halves between Hu*
ey and Upton SinTHERE
WERE
O T H E R
clair with Rogers tnings than sweetness and light in
and Sister· Aimee the election campaigns of forty
refereeing the de- years ago. Grand Forks never had
bate. And Rogers, a real ~lection riot, so far as I can
55 years ·old just recall. Occasionally there were
the other day, has fights, but they were strictly on an
expressed a de- individual basis, and nobody ·was
sire for a quiet badly hurt. There were election
and dignified life. parades, but the only interference
Anybody can pilot from the opposition was in the na..
an airplane, after ture of good-natured jee~s and cat. st a few simple calls. Once a Democratic meeting
~u sons I have was being held in a vacant Third
es tche·d them at street ._ building about where the
~a
nd it's just as Council now is. and while the
w. P. D"vies. 1 ' a
But the speaker was in the middle of an
easy.
ff the oration a fire alarm was sounded'
trick is in getting them O •
and hose carts and hook and ladground and landing again without der trucks went speeding by makcracking up. Landing one of those ing a terrible din The roo.:U was
things is too much like taki.ng a emptied in a m~ment and the
· sharp curve with an automob_ile to speaker was left to finish his ora80 miles an hour to be attractive to tion to empty eeats. It was a false
me. The ref ore my hopes have alarm, and the Democrats held the
been pinned on the auto-gyro, or Republicans responsible for it Persomething similar, so that one can haps they were right.
•
stop wherever he happen~ to be and
*
*
take his time about commg down.
LAST THURSDAY AND 'FRI::: * *
day four of us had the two finest
IN NEW YORK THE OTHER days of the fall for a drive to1J
day a wingless auto-gyro was Jamestown and back. It was regbrought down vertically at the foot ular summer weather.
Pastures
of Wall street and landed lightly on were showing green, cattle were
the end of a pier, with a roll of its grazing, and farmers were plowlanding wheels of only two feet. ing in the fields. Saturday the
That's something like, and that,s weather changed, but our trip was
the sort of flying machine that I over. Everywhere vegetation has
am going to have-when I get one been showing signs of life instead
at all.
of becoming dormant. Shrubbery
*
has been budding, and some of our
A CORRESPONDENT OF THE people have been gathering pussyNew York Times recalls the presi- willows, just as in spring.
r dential election of forty years ago,
* *
when · he was a member of the
THIS IS NOTHING, HOWEVTimes staff. Cleveland and Blaine er, to what has been going on out
were the candidates, and much had west. At Walla Walla, Washington,
been made during the campaign. of apple, cherry and crabapple trees
the lett~rs written by Blaine to are blooming, iris is in flower, and
. Mulligan, with the postscripts in some cases the trees have act"Burn this letter." Democrats pa- ually produced fresh fruit.
raded the streets with banners
*
bearing the inscription "Burn this
SHORTHAND, AS AT PRESletter," and setting fire to scraps ent systematized, is quite modern,
of paper on the way. Republicans but writers of many periods have
retaliated with other parades and developed systems of thei.r own for
inscriptions offensive to the Demo- shortening up the labor of writing.
crats. The Times supP,orted Cleve- Charles Dickens wrote shorthand,
land. The Tribune, just across the much of his method being his own
way, was for Blaine. It took three invention. P ·e pys, the world's rnost
days to determine who had been famous diarist, committed his obelected. Once, in that interval, servations to paper in a shorthand
some body in the Times office set of his own which was not deciphfire to a bundle of newspapers and ered until long after his death. ,
threw them fro:rn a window. That Now tablets have been found in
angered the Tribune people, who Grecian excavations which bear in . .
gathered a mob and raided the shorthand records made more than
Times offices.
Windows
were two thousand years ago.
f
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A CLIPPING FROM A RECENT scotched, but not killed. It is up
issue of the Los Angeles Times to the people of California to fincontaine an announcement of ~ ish the job."
"Pageant of the Constitution''
which was to be
YEARS AGO I READ TWO OR
staged last Fri- three of Sinclair's books.
They
day and Saturday made considerable noise at the
at the Shrine au- time of their publication. But aft-J
ditorium u nd e r er reading them I dismissed the
the auspices of writer · as an unsound thinker, an
t~e Los Angeles inefficient investigator, and a writBar association. er of those half-truths which are
One of the f ea- always misleading and often dantures was to be .a gerous. It was quite in keeping
patriotic tableaux with the fitness of things that the
· Yrit~ Mrs. Gret- Sinclair of some thirty · years ago
chen
Gollinger should become · the author of the
Wellman in the "EPIC" fantasy of 1934.
role of Miss Co:ic
*
I um bi a.
Mrs.
"GLORY-HUNTER" IS
THE
D i
.. 'W ellman was for- title of . a new book about General
>
av es
m e r I y Gretchen Custer. Its author, Frederic · F.
f Gollinger, of Grand Forks. She has Van de Water, has stripped from
won distinction in the practice of a once popular hero much of the
law in Califo_rnia, where she served roman~e with. which ~he tragedy of · 1·
as deputy city prosecutor of Los the Little Bighorn ·m vested him.
i Angeles.
She is past president of Several years ago a Bismarck
the California council of the Na- writer, P. E. Byrne, published a :
" tional Association of Women Law- book entitled "Soldiers of the
yers, and she was chosen as one of Plains" Which dealt in some ·detail
t]1e few women to have a part in with •he battle of the Little ~igthe historical spectacle in which horn, and which criticized severely
. leading members of the California the handling of his command by
bench and bar were assigned lead- Custer. Custer, ·it was shown in
ing parts.
that book, flagrantly disobeyed the
* * * .
orders of his .superior and needlessAN OTHER CLIPPING FROM ly led his 'command . into an imposthe Los Angeles Times contains an sible situation. The only reasonaeditorial congratulating the people ble explanation of his conduct is
· of California on their sound judg- that he coveted the honor of de. ment in rejecting the visionary feating .t he Indians all by himself. j
promises held out by Upton Sin* * *
l clair.
Nevertheless, the Times is
BYRNE'S BOOK DEALS ONLY
L convinced that, there is yet work incidentally with the , character of i
for the people of Californi~ to do. Custer.. Van· de .Water gives in de· The .e ditorial . concludes:
·
tail Custer's history from child- ·
*
hood; and the picture presented is
"THE DANGER CALLS FOR not a ,Pleasing .one. Custer is '
co-operation on the part of all Ioy- shown as · a youth and man ever- :
r al Californians. They must follow up lastingly spoiling · for a fight, r.eckTues'day's victory, not only by rid- less of ,d iscipline, and with ,an alding the state of genuine radicals most insane passion for 'personal
and radical propagandists, but by glory.
.
removing, so far as ·p ossible, the
'
*
causes of . dissatisfaction and un- ANOTHER BOOK PUBLISHED
1
rest. The latter constituted ,the two · or three -years ago~ which is
chief eource of Sinclair's .·stren
. gth given new inter.e$t by recent :events
and ·of the radical movement gen- is "Green Hell," by Julian ·Duguid. ·
erally. · The great majority ·of those It is the story of a ,trek ·across 'the
who voted for Sinclair ·did so in Chaco, that almost impenetrable 1
the honest , convi_c tion ·that his wilderness over which Bolivia and
camouflaged -program would bene- Paraguay have . been , fighting.
fit them a:,;a.d. the state. By and There ·are passages in .the book
large ' they .a re' as good -~itizens as which ,seem to ·place the ·reader
the commonwealth ·possesses and right ,in . the middle of that awful
their ·help 'is urgently needed to J.:id jungle. ·I rememb~r mentioning the I
it of the ·relatively small element book in this column about the
which sought to use them for sub- time of its publication. It can be
versive .p urposes. Radicalism , .is obtained . from the public library. · <·

* * *
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AN INTERESTING CONTRI''IT WAS A CUMBERSOME
bution of the mail today is a large affair, and of course it didn't do a
booklet, beautifully illustraj:.ed, de- neat job. · The boys figured on the
scribing points of interest on a i way · home that if the paper could
journey · through j be held stationary and the type one of the most Ibrought to it, the invention would
picturesque
sec- be much more practical.
tions of Germany,
~rom Heidelberg i "FROM
THAT
DAY
THE
to Baden - Baden. young chaps forgot all about · farm
There are illus- chores and everything else, to the
trations, many of disgust .o f their parents, for a pethem in color, of riod of several months.
Finally
castles, bits
of the youngsters had a contraption·
forest and inter- that they knew was much superior
iors of historic to the one they had seen at the
buildings. · Aside fair. They had the paper on a rod
from the artistic l which carried it one space to · the
beauty of
th e · left for each letter to be printed.
publication t h e' The ' letters were hung in - a ·half
thing that inter- circle and worked on a swivel-like
ested me particu- arrangement that · brought the letlarly was the fact that the descrip-· ter· to the paper on the . pressure
tive text is in German, English and bf a , key.
French. That it should be in Ger·
*
man goes without saying. The Eng"ONE CAN IMAGINE THElish text, #also, is natural, for not- pride and enthusiasm of the young
withstanding the assumed con- inventors when their relatives . and
tempt of Hitler tor everything that neighbo'rs pronounced their mais not German, Gerµiany looks to chine, crude though it was, a sueboth Great Britain and the United cess. With care the boys took their
States for tourist traffic. But .the typewriter forty miles by ox cart
inclusion of the, French text . indi- to Madison, Wisconsin, to have it
cates that notwithstanding the patented. But they arrived at their
faces that are being made and the _destination only to learn that Rem·growling and ,,grumbling that go ington had patented their idea only
on, there is recognition some- twelve hours earlier. That return
where in Germany of the need for forty niiles. home by ox , cart was
cultivating friendly ' relations, even the bitterest ride .the dean ever exwith France.
perienced. And thus, by a matter
* * .*
of hours an'd a "happenstance,'' as
I HAVE -AN · INTERESTING Elbert Hubbard would say, the maletter ·from J. M. Learn, of Bowes- chine we have today missed being
mont, who writes: ·"I was much called the Babcock typewriter.
interested in your recent article on
*
inventions of the typ,e writer.
It
"I MAY BK SOMEWHAT OFF
recalled to my mind ; a conversation in some of 't he details ,
this little
which several c;:>f us boys of the account, but I think in the main I
1908 class at . 'the · Uniyersity of have the ·sto.r y correct. I wish I
· North Dakota ha,d .with the lat~ E.' could recall for' sure some of 'the
J. ·Babcock who was ·then dean of classmates that were with me on
the , School of Mines. -'~he dean was that o·ccas_ion. Perhaps ·s ome of
of .a n inventive turn ·of mind, and them may see this article, and if
I believe -the present lignite brJquet I have made any errors or omisof··this ·state is largely the .result sions ,can set me right. I believe
of · his research.
two of the boys were Earl Rodg* *
ers of Ontario and J. W. Bliss of
''HE ., TOLD US ON·. THAT · OC- Minot, North Dakota."
casi.o n ·of the work :along the ·iine
*
*
of typewriters ··that he and his
IT WILL BE NEWS TO .MANY
brother 'carried on when they :were friends of the late Dean: Babcock
I boys in ·the1r early teens. As I ·re- that he participated in the ,.invencall his account, he . told how he and tion of a typewriter. But he was,
his ' brother attended a . county fair as Mr. Learn says, inventive. Not
.· near his home town in Wisconsin. only did he · develop a process for
A -typewriter ·: was on exhibition at briqueting lignit~, but according
that time. It was about three feet to my recollection he designed
long. The type was stationary on much of the machinery which was
a · rigid device and · the paper 'slid required in the process. In addialong a rod ·which stopped at ·the tion to all th_a t, he was a grand
letter which was to be typed.
man.

* * *

* ·*

*

*

of .

i

*

*
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PERSONS WHO SCAN THE
market reports for bond quotations,
.
th t tbe
re 8 till those
~ssuming
a
re a
who are interested in bonds, are
often surprised to
learn, if they do
learn, that while
the decimal system is used in
stating the prices
of all other bonds,
United St ates
government bonds
are
quoted
in
thirty-seconds instead of in tenths
and hundredths.
Thus if' a commercial bond or a
foreign
government
bond
is
Davies
quoted on the
New York stock exchange at 99.16
.. that means that the price of the
.
bond . 1s 99 dollars and 16 cents. But
if the same figures are used in a
United States bond quotation it
• means that the price is 99 dollars
and 16 thirty-seconds of a dollar,
or $99.50. I have asked many persons familiar with bond transactions the reason for this difference,
but I have never received an explanation of it. The practice of
stating the price in thirty-seconds
is only a little . less awkward than
dividing money into pounds, shill·ngs and pence.

\

* * *

THE ADOPTION OF THE MEtric system in all American industry is a subject that has given rise
to much controversy. On paper it
seems that the thing could be done
with the greatest ease, merely by
stibstituting one set of figures for
another. But it is not as simple as .
all that. Most of our existing
measurements are in terms of the
old long measure, and there are
billions of them represented in all
sorts of records and in sizes of
commodJties in , general use. So it
is witli weights. Calibratoons in
inches cannot be expressed exactly in metric terms. New sizes for
almost everything would be necessary in order to avoid long decimals and re placemen ts would not
fit. The new system would call,
not merely for the readjustment of
machinery, but for the complete re..
building of much that is costly. Another objection is that the number
10 does not lend itself to subdivision. Half of it is 5. Below that
w.e get into fractions. With the
present system we can use halves,
quarters, eighths sixteenths, and
so on indefinitely. The change can
be made, but it involves much
more than appears on the surface.

*

* *

ONE
OF
THE
CHANGES
which has come about in. this country and in Canada is the dropping
of the shilling from popular use.
Long after the colonies had abandoned the British designations the
York shilling of 121h cents was a
popular . monetary term. In one
store where I worked many of our
goods were priced in shillings and
were so marked. An article priced
at 75 cents would be marked 6
shillings, with the old English symbol to represent the shilling. In
this country the slang "bit" has had
some vogue, but it is not in general
use.
'

CUSTOM, OF COURSE, FAMIliarizes one with any sort of money system,· no matter how inconvenient it may be essentially. My
maternal -grandfather, reared in
Yorkshire, England, lived in Canada for more than forty years, and
. during that time he had been accustomed to transacting business
in dollars and cents. But when he
- wanted to get down to exact values
* * *
he made rapid mental calculation AT. HOBART,
TASMANIA,
~, and reduced· dollars to pounds.
down at the other end of the world,
* * *
they had a display of wood chopOF COURSE THAT KIND OF ping and sawing the other day for
experience is quite common. Few the entertainment of Prince Henry,
persons other than those engaged duke of Gloucester. Two axmen
in professional or technical work chopped through a log 4 feet 8
t have made much use of the metric, inches . in diameter in 2 minutes
Two men with a
1 or decimal system of weights and 15~ seconds.
measures. Although the term "me- cross-cut saw cut through a log
' ter'' is in fairly common use I al- 6 feet 4 inches in diameter in 311-5
~ ways think of meters in terms of seconds. I neve·r ·saw chopping and .
yards in order to get an idea of the sawing done at that speed, but '
approximate distance meant. To that's what the paper says. Lumme "100 kilometers" has only the bermen on this continent have told
1, vaguest sort of ·meaning, but when · of the exploits of Paul Bunyan, and
I find that it is about 60 miles I it seems that it would have taken
• can viwalize the distance and somebody about Paul's size to ·equal
. guess how long it will take to drive th~ record of the Tasmanian exr

it.

'.

perts.

BOOK-REVIEWING IS A PROf ession by itself, a profession with
which that of literary criticism is
closely associated. The association
is so close that
the two are often,
and, to some extent, necessarily
mingled. As examples of criticism in its nearly
pure s t a t e we
h a v e, f o r instance, the imposing essays of Macauley, in which
he tears to shreds
t h e "Colloquies"
of S o u t h e y or
heaps praise on
Moore for his life
W. P; D'lvtes. of Byron. There
is a vast qifference between C?ri~icism of that sort and the review
which merely aims to inform the
reader as to the content and geni eral character of a book. ~ithout
· indicating the writer's opinion as
to its merit.

* * *

BUT, WHILE THE BOOK REvi&W may be in itself little more
than an expanded table of contents, re.views themselves may be
. as different as books, and quite
j different impressions of the same
, book may be gained from reviews
by different writers, both presuml ably honest and accurate. For this
. reason it seems that there might
!1 be added to the other professions
that of reviewer of book review ;
and that there might be some in
terest in collecting and comparin
the treatment given of the sam
book by different writers.

*

* *
THESE OBSERVATIONS
AR
-mggested by two reviews of "Sout
of the Sun," the book just writte
by Russell Owen_, who accompanied
, Byrd on his first Antarctic jour
, ney as official historian of the exP•dition. The book tells the story
. of that expedition more ·frankly and
· intimately than w~s done in the
official publication which was published soon after the return of t
party.

I

*

*
OWEN'S BOOl{
IS* REVIEWED
in the New York Times Book Review and in the Literary Digest,
and it he treatment- is as different
as two writers could make it. The
Times writer deals with the literary form of the book, its excellent
descriptions, and touches on th~
humorous incidents of months

spent in the ice and snow. Fr?m
the D~gest review .one gets the 1m,, pression that the book is devoted
quite largely to a debunking of !he
expedition, and that the debunking
· · might have proceeded much further if the autbor had not been
governed by a "slef-imposed restraint" which caused him t refrain from telling all that he
knows. I have no doubt that both
·reviewers have been both honest
and accurate in their treatment.
But each has told of the features
of the book which seemed to him
significant, and the result is that
one seems to be reading reviews of
two different books.

*

*

*

THIS YEAR CHRISTMAS
omes on Tuesday. Next year it
· ill be on Wednesday, and so on.
have before me the World Calendar, by means of which it is
proposed to avoid some of the confusion attendant on the use of our
resent calendar without going the
entire distance and adopting the
thirteen-month calendar which has
received considerable support. According to the World calendar,
Christmas would fall on Monday,
this year and every other year.

*

1

I

~

1

*

*
IT WILL* BE* ·REMEMBERED
that in the nursery story the ~ice
were all agreed that the cat should
· be required to wear a bell, so that
she .might know when she was

a

.' t

ACCORDING
TO
'IC
* THE WORLD
Calendar the present division of .
the year into twelve months would
be continued, but the 365th day
would not be included in any
month, but would be added as a
separate day between December
and .January. The ·extra day in
leap year would be inserted between .June and July. Each quarter would have one month of 31
days and two of 30 days each, -and
each quarter would begin on Sun- l
day.
·

* OF EASWHILE THE *DATE
ter is not necessarily involved in
the framing of a calendar, that festival being fixed by church authorities, a fixed date for Easter is one
of the objectives of all the calendar
makers. In the proposed world
calendar Easter would come al. ways on April 8. As it is the date
' may vary by a month, and this
variation in a festival which plays
such an "important par~ in many
: activities has . been a source of
. great inconvenience.

coming. The difficulty arose in the
attempt to decide who should bell
the cat. Just now there is a 'm ove- ·
ment to require all cats to wear
bells as
protection to bird life, .
, and some slight progress toward 1
that end is noted. But the universal belling of cats may be a little difficult to achieve. There is
merit in the idea, however. In
most city homes where cats are
kept they are kept as pets. The j
problem of mice is treated in other
ways. And any cat at large is a
menace to birds. The gentlest and
most lovable pet will hunt birds
as industriously and klll him as
ferociously as if it were still in:·
the jungle. In some communitie~
the .practice of equipping cats with
small bells has become quite popular, and there are indications that
it may spread. The cat soon becomes accustomed to a small bell,
and its tinkle will give just the
momentary warning that some tmsuspecting bird needs in order to
save its life.

I
1

i

i

NEW YORK-DIARY: OUT IN
the crackle of a crisp morning over
the park meadow. And a lady
flung from a horse landed ~stonishingly on her feet unhurt.
So
down the avenue, marveling at the
go to life, came upon Bruce Barton, ,Heywood Broun, Ina Claire
and stopped a moment with David
Warfield.
Home, finishing my · stint chop..
chop, and a honeymoon wire from
Buster West and an autographed
copy of Royce Brier's brave San
Francisco newspaper tayle, "Reach
for the Moon." This day the Ben
Ali Haggins' beautiful Boston Nimble came to live with us. So to
Mary McKinnon's tea.
Charles G. Norris, newly from
Europe, and Fannie Hurst to dinner. Also Hattie Belle Johnston
who told of a fearsome motor bus
journey across the desert to wicked
Bagdad and of Damascus and the
Garden of Eden and I was wakeful
the night long with a dolor over
my narrow horizons.

* *

*
THE CARICATURIST
PETER
Arno is not done with the show
business. He had one joust with it
. several years ago which cost him _a
bankroll . an elk couldn't hurdle.
But he dusted himself off, hied
to Hollywood and began again for
another foray. He has the philsophic poise to believe it is more
fun to lose angeling a show than
in most Broadway spending. And
one might win!
*

* *

BERT
LYTELL'S
EXPERIment with the drama this year has
caused as much talk as any dramatic offering on Broadway. It is
an all-male cast, laid in a monastery, and its dramatic grip lies
solely in the astonishing sweep of
its modulated talk in the dark alcoves. While it has a Catholic
~ackground, it is shorn of dogma
and Lytell appears before the curtain to emphasize· that it has no
· element of propaganda.

the brightly modern decor mus .
earn. In the old stand at 5 o'clock
there began a parade through the
famo~s Peacock Alley to the sanctuary, of colorful figures-the big
WaH Street men, race track plungers, reigning novelists, star reporters, actors, producers and the inevitable sprinkle of those conscienceless sharpers known as "We
Boys.''

*

* SEEING
*
I REMEMBER
AT
the Waldorf's sweeping brass rail
one summer evening John J. McGraw, Bet-a-Million Gates, Richard
Harding Davis, Augustus Thomas,
Diamond Jim Brady, Tod Sloane,
The Gondorf Brothers ( confidence
kings), and Charles B. Dillingham.
And over alone at a corner table
was Eugene Walter, caught in the
whip-fleck of one of life's stinging
moments and brooding over a play
he could not sell. Six weeks later
he was to be the most discussed
playwright.
* * CONDUCTS A
A LADY WHO
mannequin academy tells me a few
tricks of the trade. When the mannequin parts the curtains and appears before the customer she must
glance first at M. le Directeur. If
that elegante holds one finger aloft
so: she must express dignity.- The
customer is of that ilk. If two
fingers, sway a bit from the hips.
Three fingers means expressing
personality, as the buyer is not
much on looks.
Four fingers
means to turn on the big smilethe husband is there and he has
the last word when it comes to
buying.

*

* *

*

*

*

BAGATELLES: JACK DEMPsey spends $1,000 a month aiding
the down and out pals of his championship days . . . Tallulah Bankhead, instead of her male escort,
sits on the aisle seat at first ·, nights
.•. William Seabrook, professional
traveler, suffers constantly from
sickness ,• • • Frank Crumit and
Julia Sanderson motor from the I
PE R S O N AL NO MIN AA TION outskirts _of Springfield, Mass., for
for the smartest of ·the , society cafe their broadcasts.
performers-Mrs. Eve Symington.
*
*
THE BIGGEST LAUGH IN THE
THE NE.W · WALDORF BAR hit "Merrily We Roll Along'' is
for men only has taken shape-big- when a bored house partyer comger, ·better, grander. Yet for most ing languidly downstairs inquires
New Yorkers there is a nostalgia of another victim: "Know what I'm
for the dark mahogany bar in 34th· having?" And at a niggling negastreet. Likely it acquired the mel- tive replies: "Not much fun!"
lowness that comes only with (Copyright, 1934, McNaught Syndiyears and which the newer one in
cate, Inc.)

* * *
* *

I

ON THE SAME DAY, FROM Ing for president at the fall elecdifferent sources, I have received tlon, and the desire to get the benetwo copies of The Herald, both of flt of the Minnesota liquor law.
ancient date and of decidedly an* *· *
cient experience. WILD STORIES HAD BEEN
The first i& a published concerning the number
copy of the first of deaths in Dakota territory in the
issue of The Her- great blizzard of January 12. Eastald, June 26, 1879, ern papers had published stories of
which was found 1,000 Dakota deaths. Measures had
by Nelson Berg been taken to correct such exagin sorting over gerations. The Herald reported
some old material that according to a canvass made
at his residence, by school superintendents there
415
Cottonwood were but four deaths due to the
street. This pa- blizzard in the North Dakota half
per, however, is of the territory. Losses were more
not an original, severe in the South Dakota secbut a copy which tion. Ex-Governor Pierce said that I,
was made from the total number of deaths accountphoto graphic ed for was 149. The Yankton
plates and printed Board of Trade issued a statement
as a part of the fiftieth anniversary which said: "The storm was pheissue in 1929. The original, kept nomenal in its suddenness and se- 1
in the bound files in The Herald's verity. Nothing just like it ever
vaults, became mutilated in some occurred before. For fifteen years
_ way and the lower right-hand cor- nothing comparable with it had
ner of the first sheet is missing. In happened. The day had been pleas~ the reproduction that part of Pages ant and many thousands of people
~ 1 and 2 appears as blank white pa- were out upon their farms and out
per. The copy was distributed to upon the prairies upon every kind
f all subscribers, and doubtless there of business, mostly clad for the
1 are many in existence. A genuine pleasant day.
There were proboriginal would be a rarity, but per- ably 75,000 children in school. Of
' sons finding among their posses- all these, caught by the storm, over
sions copies with the blank corner an area in Dakota of 150,000 square I
may be assured that they are cop- miles, not over 175 lives were lost." 1
, ies and of compratively recent date. Even at that, it was some storm.

.

* **

THE OTHER COPY IS A GENuine original of the issue of February 15, 1888. It was brought to the
High school by Phyllis Buchholz
and was found in a wall space at
her family home, while repairs
were being made. Its genuineness
is beyond question, as no copy of
the paper other than that of June
26, 1879; has ever been reproduced.
,tc

* *

AT THAT TIME THE HERALD
was an evening paper, and, like all
newspapers of that period carried
advertising in its front page. The
principal news item on the front
page of the February 15 issue is an
extended account of a fair for the
benefit of St. Bernard's Ursuline
Academy (now St. James' Academy) which had been recently established. Among the prize winners in drawing contests were
Mary Handrahan
and
Bruce
Griggs. Thomas Neville and Geo.
H. Walsh were rivals for the title
of "dudest dude," and Neville won
in a landslide vote.

* * *

e

_

AN ITEM CLIPPED FROM THE
Moorhead News tells of a movement in Fargo to divert the channel of the Red river around by the
big slough west of Fargo, thus cutting that city off from North Dakota and annexing it to Moorhead,
where it would be known as West
Moorhead. Reasons alleged for the
movement were the tardiness of
congreH in admitting the territory
into the union, the prospect of vot-

"'**

THE HERALD WAS THEN
running advertisements of th~
Louisiana Lottery company, which
advertised generally throughout
the country. A ' year or two later
George B. Winship, owner of The
Herald, was one of the little group
of state senators who succeeded in
blocking the move to charter the
Louisiana Lottery as a North Dakota institution.

*

* *

FACSIMILE COPIES OF OLD
newspapers are numerous, and
some of them are so well done
that they are taken quite often for
the originals. One paper of which i
a multitude of imitations have been
published is the issue of the Ul- i
ster Court (New York) Gazette
containing an announcement of
the death of George Washington.
I suppose there are in existence I
thousands of copies of that paper, t
treasured by their owners as genuine numbers of that notable issue. Many of them have been offered to museums and collectors
for sale, but invariably they have
been found to be republications of
compraratively. recent date, with
typography and paper skillfully
treated to give the appearance of
age. It is practically .impossible. to
deceive experts in these matters
as the ancient inks and papers
were different composition from
anything now used, and type faces
are hard to imitate so ·that the deception will not be apparent under
tho microscope.

ON HIS SPEAKING TOUR OF
Canada in denunciation of the munitions racket Senator Nye of
North Dakota addressed enthusiastic crowds, made
the front pages
.of the n e w s.pa..
pers, and aGhiev-,
ed the distinction
of b~ing nominated for president
of
the
United
States by a newspaper interviewer. In Toronto he
spoke before the
Empire club most
select of Toronto'.s clubs, and
was described by
the president of
W. P. Oct.vies. that organization
as "the arch enemy of graft.'' The
Globe's Ottawa correspondent says
that the senato:t was accorded a
tremendous ovatlon after his address at the Canadian club in the .
capital, where his audience included members of the cabinet and other distinguished Canadians.

1

*

*

*

IN THE CANADIAN CITIES
Senator Nye made ~ubetantially the
·same address ·t hat he made on the
subject of_ munitions in Grand
Forks a few weeks ago. When it
was known that he -was to speak
in Canada there was some curiosity
as to his reception there after the
· tncide.n t in which the name of King
George was brought into the record
at a hearing before the Nye munitions committee in Washington.
· It is one of the traditions of the
1
British dominions that the name
of the king is not to be brought
into any controversial discussion,
and there was a little flurry over
t.he implication in one bit of testimony that King George · had intervened in a munitions contract with ·
Poland to snatch it from an American and have .it handed to a Brit".'
ish ,firm.

*

* *
THE CORRESPONDENT
OF
the Toronto Star, who interviewed
Senator Nye to the extent of two
columns closed his article by referrin'g to the senator as "this man,
whom I would not defln~ as n~
knight--errant, but as a knight-co
secra;te ., •nd whom . I .tho:r:oughly
th
b 1. eve · \'ie ma,y yet l>ela.old in
c:~ir ~hlch Waslilngton . artd Lincoln made immortal."
u.,a.+

'

•

* * ·* .

A
CLIPPING FROM
TH:
Mills Co.u nty Tri~une, of Glenwoo ,
Iowa, submitted by Mrs. Basil
Westacott, indicates that they have
a sociable way of dealing witq
priso~ers down there. The paragraph reads:
"Deputy Sheriff and Mrs. S. V.
Cooney have as guests this week
in the _Mills· county jail the four
Fremont county prisoners who are
being entertained here while Sheriff Redenbaugh of Sidney is a way
on his vacation. The four prisoners were ·brought to Glenwood yesterday, and . Sheriff . DeMoss said
this Thursday mornJng that they
would be kept here until the Fremon t co.unty sher.iff returns from
his vacation."

* * *

MRS.
WESTACOTT
COMmer;_ts: "Mills county is in the
southwestern part of Iowa on the
Ne_b r.aska border, just south of
Council Bluffs. Fremont county . is
directly south, and is located in the
very southwest corner of the state.
I can't quite understnd why they
have so few patrons unless it is because the people are so very good
or that being so close to the Mis..
ouri, Kansas and Nebraska border
·unes .t hey think it cheaper to chase
the evildoers across the lines."

* * *

A . .lfEW WEEKS AGO I PUB, lished a jingle from an unknown
source about the far.mer who was
ready for a full .days' s work. Mrs.
Westacott
sends in a clipping con)f_
* *
IN HANDLING THIS DELI- taining the following reply which
cate subject on Canadian ground the versifier, one N. S. Mason, puts
the senator seems to have been into the mouth of a farmer's wife:
quite ,qual to the occasion.
He
* * *
said that the king's name had been
THE ONE WHO WEARS THE
mentioned in this connection in a
SKIRT.
letter to an Ame~ican munitions
concern by one ot its agents to ex~ I have read with interest what
plain his failure to get the Polish
this man has to say
contract, and then that letter, hav- As he jumps into his trousers at t
ing been submitted in evidence,
'the breaking .o f the day;
O
bad to go into the record. It was How he feeds a lot of chickens and t
the munitions makers themselves,
slops a; bunch of pigs
lo
be said and not hia committee, who While the hired man ls feeding in
had so~ght to make a sensation of
and currying Nancy ·and s
this incident.
Jiggs.
P

He eeems to t. h.lnk .that on the farm 1
· he ·is doing all the work.
c
Did he ever sit and meditate on ti
the one who wears the skirt?
Does she ride behind the harrow?
Does she ride upon the plow?
f1
Does she ride down thrQugh the ~
corn, or to chase the errant
cow
Does she ride while chasing chtc\tens that have crawled in
through the fence
And are eating up the garden that
was to be her recompen&e?
She don't do any riding when wuhtng day baa come,
Or she stands before the ironing
board, or the baking's to be
done.
If I remember rightly, and my
mind is still alert,
T·he one who feeds the pigs and
chicke~s Is the one who

I

f

wears the skirt.
He may have ·t ringes upoa hls
panties and eat like the trerible Turk,
But I'm tkinking that the farmer's
. wife gets in a full day's work.

I

OVER IN GODERICH, ONTAR-1the critical position of change the !
io they · are havinO'
a time over ra- points will sometimes touch and j
0
.'
•
r
of r~- separate even with the vibration I
d10 mterference. Owne s
That trouble
I caused by a voice.
ceiving sets complain that during· is easily overcome by moving the I
much of the day control forward . or back tempoand . evening it is raril
When one considers the
impossible f o r vaviel,y
of
conditions
through
them to use their which the electrical impulses must
machines. Electri- pass between the sending and recal machines used ceiving stations the wonder of raby local
chiro- dio becomes more impressive than
pract o r s a r e ever.
blamed for about
* * *
half of the trou-1 A
HAMILTON,
ONTARIO, .
ble, .while faulty news dispatch says that Charles I
electrical installa- Maher, no address, was warned in :
tion and defective court that if he did not cease showelectrical
appli- ing up at police headquarters evances are held re- ery time he had a little too much
sponsible for the to drink he would be sent to jail.
r
e s t. Canada's He explained that whenever he felt
Davies
radio broadcast- himself passing "under the influing is controlled entirely and oper- ence" he made for police headquarated largely by the government, ters, feeling that he would be safe
, and only a small proportion of ad- there.
• vertising is permitted. The govern* PRESS
* CENSOR- ,
GERMANY'S
ment collects a fee of $2 a year o"n
ship
is
having
its
natural
result in
• each receiving set. Goderich people have refused to pay, on the filling the country with rumor and
ground that it is the duty of the gossip of the wildest and most ex• government fo keep the air free aggerated kind. Publication o'f
from artificial interference.
The news and comment distasteful to
r government commission says that the administration is prohibited,
it has done all that the law per- and secret gossip takes the place
mits it to do. The listeners q.e- of a free press. A barber, arrested·
clare that they will take the case for speaking disrespectfully about
in to the courts and demand a show- local Nazi officials was released
with a warning, and public notice
down there.
·
was gfven that hereafter every gos* *
sip and rumor-monger will be
MOST OF THE TROUBLE AT turned over to the secret police. In 1
Goderich seems to come from the dealing with the sort of personal
use of high-frequency appliances. gossip fo:r which they are responOther interference may come from sible the Nazi authorities have a
the interruption of even an ordi- task similar to that of fighting off
nary domestic current. Two years a swarm of hornets with a pitchago about Christmas time a whole fork.
neighborhood in Grand Forks was
* *
annoyed by interference which was
SINCE MUSSOLINI HAS TAKfound. to ~ome from the inter~it- en to offering premiums for big
tent llghtmg system on a Christ- Italian families, many persons have
mas tree .several blocks away.
A wondered what he will do with all
short circuit in Ea~t Grand Fo~ks the people when he gets them. He
was found .responsible for deafen- has solved that problem, too. He
ing noises in many .Grand Forks is now offering premiums to all
receivers. One family could al- who buy airplanes. That should
ways tell when the people next serve to keep the population in
door · were using their vacuum check.
cleaner because its loose connections put their radio out of comDOWN AT INDIANOLA, MISmission.
sissippi, there was born the other
* *
day a little girl who was welcomed
CERTAIN TYPES OF HEAT- into the world by a representative
ing pads h·ave giv.en much trouble. of each of the five generations that
Many of the · early oil · burp.ers had preceded her. The great-great. drowned out all the radios in their great-grandmother is 99 years old,
vicinity. This trouble seems gen- the great-great-grandmother 74, the
erally to have been remedied.
A great-grandmother 59, the grandthermostat will play mean tricks mother 40, and the mother 19. All
with a radio. · There is· no trouble these are in good health, even the
when it is · definitely "on"
'defi- eldest being active and· mentally
nitely "off," but when it is just af alert.

*

*
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THANKSGIVING DAY
· President Roosevelt c a r v e d a
mammoth domestic turkey which
had been sent him by a friend.
That bird was
for certain guests
who were entert a i n e d by t h e
president. On his
own private table there was a
wild turkey, shot
for this special
occasion
by a
hunter in Florida. The president . is said to
prefer the wild
turkey to the domestic fowl.
There is a popu I a r impression
that the domestic turkey is the
lineal descendant of the wild tur> key which figured in the dinners
of the Pilgrims at Plymouth Rock.
• Specialists in such subjects tell us
that this belief is wrong, and that
the modern turkey of · commerce is
only remotely related to the wild
fowl of New England·. The mod- ern commercial turkey is said to
be a descendant of a bird which
.- .the Spaniards found in Mexico.
e Specimens of this bird were taken
·s to Spain, whence the species beLI came distributed to the Mediterranean countries. The bird was
i- brought to England on ships trade ing in the Orient, and thus it be~. came known as the "Turkey" fowl.
.- From England it was re-imported
to North America as a valuable
~. domestic fowl.

1

Oh, not for them the lusty. song
And noisy revel all night long.
Oh, not for them the merry. quips
That freely flow from. wine-wet
lips.
From birth· they play a tragic part
And stop before they · fairly start.
All animals·.
strictly dry, .
They. sinless live and quickly die.
But sinful, ginful, ru:ttl-soaked men .
Survive for three-score years and .
ten.

are·

* * *

IN THE UNION RAILWAY
station in Baltimore some years
ago there was a sign which read
. "Men's . toilet, out there," with an
arrow indicating the direction. To
me that sign had a chilly and inhospitable look. And Maryland is
pretty much a southern state, too .

* *

*

*

*

WHAT MAY BE CONSIDERed a hang-over from prohibition
days is the industry of still-renting, recently discovered in New
York city. Being satisfied that
liquor was being made illegally in
a certain neighborhood the authorities raided one residence and
found in the basement a barrel
of mash actively fermenting. No
still was visible, so a search for
· one was instituted, but none could
be found. Questioned closely the
lady of the. house insisted that she
had no still, as the mash was not
ready and she had not rented the
still yet.
It was learned that
somewhere in the vicinity there is I
a still on wheels which is rented
for a consideration to householders as they· need it. Questions as I
to who owns the still and where
it is to be found remained unanswered.

* CREDIT
TURKEY *IS GIVEN
for having been the source of another favorite, the pumpkin that
goes into the Thanksgiving pie.
The pumpkin, like the turkey, is
of American origin, but it also
seems to have re-entered its native -country in a roundabout manner. In the same way it was
taken to Turkey, and from that
country was brought to Germany,
where a Berman botanist in 1542
called it the Turkish cucumber.

*

-SORTING OVER A PILE OF
clippings and other material I
found this anonymous jingle, which
will just about fit what is left of
this column:

* * *

INDIAN CORN, ALSO A NAtive of America, was cre~ited by
the same botanist to Turkey and
was often known as Turkish
corn. It seems to h av e b e e n
taken from America to Turkey
and Greece and to have reached
northwestern Europe from those :
countries.
Corn, however, was·
cultivated by American Indians
during the time of Columbus, and
continued to be cultivated by many
Indian tribes, throughout subsequent history. It was a regular
' part of the diet of many of the
North Dakota Indians.

I
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. tensive and scientific work what
· centuries had been required to
. achieve. Starting with the native
grass which is recognized as the
parent of corn, he developed from
it a plant practically identical with
the modern corn plant. It was
merely a case of speeding up evolution.

*

~

"1'

BOTANISTS KNOW CORN TO
have been developed from & species of grass, but by what method
of selection and· crose-fertilization
it was given something approac~ing it~ pre sent form nobody
knows. Luther Burbank, however,
accomplished in a few yea~s of in-

*

* *

THE FRAILTY OF MAN.
The horse and mule live thirty
years
!And nothing know of wines and
beers.
rrhe· goat and sheep at · twenty, die,
But never taste of Scotch or Rye.
rrhe dog at fifteen cashes in,
iWithout the aid of rum or gin.
rrhe cat in milk and water soaks,
!And then in twelve short years it
croaks.
,
IT'he cow ·drinks water by.· the ton,
And when eighteen. is .almost done.
The hog' when young is laid to . rest
And never knows · a cocktail's zest.
The modest, sober, bone dry hen,
Lay~· eggs for nogs. and dies at

ten.
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